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The- number of tithers increased from 4,130 to 5,416, or· 31%. The number of pledgers increased. from 6,523 to
8,768, or 34%. The amount pledged increased from _$815.274 to .$1,103,428, which is an increase of 35 % .
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1/4-te4 i1''PJ?'U44
t'J~e State 1fJD~e'
Arkansas Baptist churches went over
the 1959 Cooperative Program goal by
$521.96. Total Cooperative Program
giving amounted, to $1,600,521.96. This

was an increase of approximately 8
per cent over that of 1958. Other mission contributions also experienced a
nice increase in 1959 over that .of the
previous year; The following figures
indicate advances in several areas· .of
our work:
1958
$1,483,191.29
99,880.80
119,362.06
43,094.25
29,761.39

Cooperative Program
Designated Giving
Lottlt: Moon Offering
Annie An;nstrong Offering
Dixie Jackson Offering
Churches Not Cohtributing
through Cooperative Program
Associations with all churches
contributing through the
Cooperative Program

~

1959
$1,600,521.96

cent · record in mission giving were.:
Boone, Buckville, Carey, Caroline, Ca1·~
roll County, Centennial, Central, Clear
Creek, Gainesville, Harmony,
Hope,
Independence, Little River, Mississippi,
Ne:wton, Pulaski, Red River, Washington:--Madison, and White RJver.S. A. Whitlow, Executive Secretai'Y.

-85,6~6.81

189,138.93
56,172. 55
32,112.16

. 90

74

11

19

The above figures are as of Decem~
ber 31 for both years. There '¥111. ,be
additional gifts for the Lottie Moon
107 BAPTIST BUILDING
LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS
· Christmas · offEiring. It wlll be noted
... Oftlclal Publlcatlon ot the
that all mission giving ~~erienced an
Arkansas Baptist State Convention
increase in 1959 over that _ of 1958.
ERWIN L. McDONAI:.D, Lltt. D., Edltor-Mgr.
Designated gifts were less in 19!)9..
MISS SHIRLEY JOHNSON ....Ass't to Editor
MRS. E. F . STOKES.1_______Circulatlon Mgr.
Likewise the churches not contributMRS. GARY LaRUE..... .
. ....... Mall Clerk
ing in 1959 th1•ough the Cooperative
Published weekl:v e:~~:cept on Jul:v 4 and
Program decreased by sixteen and the_
December 25.
number of associations with 100 per
· Second-cl;::as:.,s--:po==st:::-:a-=g-::-e-,-p-a"'ld.---,at:-;-LI:-:-tt""I-e"'R""o""ck,...,
Arkansas.
cent giving increased 8. All of these
Individual subscrlptlbns, $2.25 per :vear.
things indicate a healthy trend· in every
Church Budget, 14 cents per month or $1.68 ·
phase of our , giving.
·
per :vear per church famll:v. Club plan (10
or more paid annually In advance) $1.75 per
w·e
are
especially
grateful
to
the
mis:vear. Subscriptions to foreign address, $3.75
per year. Advertising rates on request.
sionaries for their valuable assistance
The cost of cuts cannot be borne by the
in enlisting our churches in mission
paper except those It has m.ade tor ltl ID·
dlvldual use.
givi,.ng. -We hope a special effort may
Articles carrying the author's b:V·llne -do
be put forth this Year to enlist the
not necessarll:v reflect the editorial pol!oy
ot the paper.
74 churches im having· a part in world
Abbreviation• used ID crediting newe
ltQrns:
missions t:t:rough· the Cooperative Pro.BP. Baptlat Preu: CB. ol:lurall bUU•~tJac DP,
grttfu~
Da)ly preas; EP, Evangelical Prel!l•
•
1 .
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-The• 19 associations with a 100 per
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WORSHIP meets one of the basic need~
of every man. He who robs himself

at

worship robs· himself of· that which

h~

I

can ill

a~ford

t() lose.-ELM

A-R··K«A. NtSAS P..;\IP'T J,S_

at 1 p.m., Dr. Robert Hood, staff ..physician at the Al'kansas State Hospital,
will speak on, "Physiological Aspects of
Aging." Other features on the a{ternoon progrim1 will include: "Psychological Aspects of Aging,'' by Daniel
Taubt ch,lef of Psychological Ser,viCI;!,
Ar.kansas State Hospital; "Social Factors of Agin·g," .by Mun;aY. Henderson,
chief of Social Se1•vice, Arkansas State
Hospital; and a case pre&entation, featuring an interview of a patient whose
case will have been used as a part of
the three previous discussions and a
discussion of the pastora~ implications.
The ·evening session; beginning with
a banquet at 6 p.m., at 1st Presbyterian Chw·ch, 8th and Scott, Little Rock,
will feature two addresses.._ "Entertainment by Senior Citizens," by Miss Virginia Guffey, secretary to the Division
Aging, ;r..i.t tle Rock C o m m u i1 i t y
Chest; and "Ministering to Older People," by Dr. Maves. Adjournment is
scheduled for 8:30 p.m.
Other participants' in the day's programs will include Rev.' John V. Albright and Rev. James M. Conard,
chaplains of the Arkansas State Hospital; apd Superi.n tendent Jones.
All ministers and otner leaders interested are urged to attend. The registration fee is $2.50. For those· staying for lunch there will be a $1 charge
and those attending the· banquet will
pay $1.50. Persons planning to. attend
should ·make their reservations directly
with the Arkansas State Hospital. •

on

In Formosa ·
NEVER A DAY passes that we aren't
impressed with the urgent need of the
Taiwanese people for the gospel. Today I saw a mother teaching her little
child how to bai-bai <worship) a god of
wood. She took three smoking incense
sticks and pushed them into his chubby, clumsy little fingers, and siowly
waved his hands up and down three
times before an angry-faced deity.
She then moved her little son over
to the next. god and this time let him
go through the forms of worship alone
as she coaxed him with the words;
" bai-bai; bai~bai, bai-bai." With his
head and shoulders lightly bowed and
his little fists clenched tightly around
the incense sticks, the tiny boy bowed
towarq the idol three times. Then stand·i~ on tiptoes, he placed, with the help
of his mother, the sticks into a pot
of sand 'On the altar table in front of
Dr. Jones and Governor Orval E. the god.
Faubus.
The boy turned and smiled at · his
Other parts , of the program for mother anci she smiled back while
the opening session will be: "Aging patting his head. He had learned
Problems in Amehca,'~ by Dr. Hayden his lesson well.
H. Donahue, assistant supe1intendent·
Then the mo.t her led him' out of the
of the' Arkansas State Hospital; a "getacquainted" break; and "The Chris- temple and. down the crowded street
tian Ohw·ches and the Aging Process," until they faded out of sight among the
by Dr. Paul B. Maves, profe$801' of R·e- multitude of people.- Richard E. Morris, missiorta1·y to Taiwan <Formosa)
ligious Education, Drew University.
At noon the Arkansas State Hospital
MOST OF the things easier said than
Auxiliary will serve a dollar luncheon.'
In ·the · afternoon session, beginning done wre said by q,e boss.

Pastoral c ·are Conference Schedule
"OLDER PEOPLE and the Church"
'liill be the theme of the Pastoral Care
COnference at Arkansas State Hospital,
l.ittle Rock, Feb. 1, .Dr. Granville L.
Jones; superintendent of' the hospital,
bas announced.
Registration wm be held from ·8:30
9 a.m., with a devotional at 9
.m. by Dr. Bernes K. Selph, pastor
~ 1st Baptist Chw·ch, Benton, and
sident of the Arkansas Baptist State
nvention.
Official greetings will be 'brought to
e group attending the conference, by
n u

a· r y 2 .1 , 1 9 6 0

Pa.ge Three

Editorials-~----~-----------

Personally Speaking . • .•

N 0 DOUBT much of t~e credit for the State Conve1i.i;ion exceeding
its 1959 budget (see back page of lasf.week's Arkansas Baptist, should

'if~.~·

go to our churches which have taken advantage of the Bible steward1
•
ship direction found in the Forward Pr0gram
Forward Program of Church Finance. We call the attention of our
Making Impact
readers to. the inter~sting table of F.or.ward
.Program f1gu'res earned on page 2 of th1s Issue,
revealing detailed statistics for 22 typical churches of the state reporting on use of the Program i:n 1959, showing a 35'% increase.
Dr. Ralph Douglas, associate executive secretary of the Executive
Committee of the State Convention Board, who has the primary assignment of promoting stewardship, 'reports that 95 churches of · the state
used the Forward Program in some form during 1959. Among those
churches using the Program only iR part, the most common error was
taking an apologetic approach to the Loyalty. Day Dinner, Dr. Douglas
states. When the Loyalty Day Dinner is not 'held according to the recommendation of the Forward Program plans, churches do not have.
nearly as many pledging as they would have had, he reports.
Operating .a church is not quite the same thing as operatipg an
ordinary business, but many of the principles of promotion that work in
business will pay big dividends in the business of the church. The Loyalty
Dinner, given for all church members at no charge, often is regarded by
the frugal as a great extravagance. But experience shows that it really
does not. cost the church a penny. By having the free dinner the church
is able to enlist additional :financial support that usually makes up for
t})e dinner many times over. In church promotion as in other types of
promotion, often "you have to spend money to raise money,"
It also takes money to compile the telling church statistics called for
by the Forward Program plan book, and to get them out to the members
in printed form. But if you forego this and save money on office help
and printjng cost, you keep down expenses but you do not come near the
· total budget possibility.
The churches which show the most phenomenal increases through
the use of·.the Forward Program materials are the ones which follow the
plans right down the line, all the way through. ,There are no short-cuts
or short-circuits without concomitant ~hortages in the overall pledges. •

w-r

~

~IME

DON'T mean nothing to a
hog," argued the old farmer who was
not interested in feeding his pigs scientifically in order
to have them ready
for the market several weeks quicker.
Well, the meatpacker's swo1·n
statement that the
sa us a g e is "pure
pork" does not meal).
too mucl:'l to the fellow who knows what
all a hog includes.
We heard the other
ELM
day, that part of that
"pure pork" is sometimes snout, stomach, and lungs (lights, we used to call
them). No wonder so much t>f the
store-bought sausage never ·tastes quite
like the sausage your folks used to
make do.w n on the farm. Why doesn't
somebody start making sausage out of
POl'k loin and :mixing plenty of red pepper with it?.
.
And why is it you can never . b.UY
spareribs ·at the meatmarkets that don't
look Uke they have all'eady been
gnawed? Are the meat sellers so hard
up for meat they must trim every delicious morsel from the best part of a
pig's anatomy, his ribs?
.
The strong light that got turned on
TV rigging makes us more than usuallY wary of all selling slogans.
Not only were the quiz programs
"framed" i~ seems, but a lot of the
high-pressure, brain-washing advertising is deliberately misleading.
1
One reason a certain brand of cleaner
was
showing
up
so
much
better
in.
the
'.4~ 7~4'ed
filmed demonstration than others with
which it was compared, we are told,
might have been the piece of sandpaper
which was sneaked in and used, unseen,
: BEGINNING in this issue, the Arkansas Baptist
is to aid the favored brand but which, of
carrying a new series, "Looking toward Marriage" (see 'p ages 8, 9, 10), course, was not used to aid the othe1·,
through the courtesy of the Sunday School Board, NashviU~. Mindful "off-brand" products. .
Some of that oleo that has been outthat more than ~wo-thirds of our readers are women and YO\]ng people, glistening
products ought
and not overlookmg the fact that older men as well as the youp;g men are to glisten,itswecompeting
are told, since it was
interested in the theme, we trust this will be:a welcome feature. If you specially sprayed with a glistener before
appreciate the series, we shall be happy to hear from you. If for any being filmed for its commercial plug.
reason you do not·like it, let us hear from you regardless.
In our day of marketing, apple sellers
The first of the series, "What Is Love?," was prepared by Winnie who are careful to put the ripest and
R. Pearce, wife of Dr. Winston Pe~rce, pastor of 1st B~ptist Church, De- the best always upon the top, or the
Land, Fla., and well known and widely loved in her own right among marketers who always manage to weigh
their thwnbs with whatever they are
Southern Baptists as a writer, speaker and young peoples' leader.
selling are strangely outmoded. There
Next week the second in the series, "L9oking for Someone?," by are a thousand more dignified w·ays to
}tay..JJ'~ Koonce, will be presented~ Others in th~ series include: "Maturfty
cheat the public than such crude profor Marriage," by Dr. W. Payton 'Kolb, well known psychiatrist and Bap- cedures.
tist layman of Little Rock; "My Folks Don't Understand," by Jack WatThere used ·to be an expression,
son; "Marriage and Money," by Reuben Herring; "Religion and Marl'i- caveat emptor, "let the buyer beware."
age," by Dr. Joe W. Burton, editor of Home Life Magazine; "When Faith · That's a good slogan. But, remember,
Is Not Shared," by Vernon B. Richardson; "What Does the Bible Say?," m01·e .is being hawked today than mere
merchandise. The possibility of being
by Claude U. Broach.
In granting our paper. permission to reprodu·ce the series, Dr. Clifton brainwashed was never such ·a threat
as today. The Pled Piper is a piker
J. Allen writes:
·
compared with the modem pipers.

?~teWeta9e' '?~

newsmag~zine

"I am happy to give the Board's permission ... We are eager to have
· as wide circulation as possible, and we feel that persons would ·be helped
to have the entire series in .aform that can easily ·be ·preserved:"
P~l!e Four'
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LeHers to the Editor

THE PEOPLE SPEAK
United Nations Observer

The United Nations is the best in~ Churc·hes, Note
strwnent of international understandA STORY on Southern Baptists is
ing and reconciliation now available.
Its success is partly dependent upon the -b eing prepared for presentation in a
support of patriotic and Christian March issue of Life Magazine. Inforgroups who study its werk and interpret mation is needed on
<1) Fir11t worship service's of new misit to the public. Southern Baptists can
" ·
make an important contribution in this sions,
(2) The formal , constituting of
field. They are fortunate to have in
Mr. Brooks Hays -an experienced and churches, and
(3}
Dedication services of chm-ch•
highly intelligent observer and inter- ·
preter ~ ..-'-' Walter
Pope Binns, Lib- es moving into their first buildings
which occur during the period, January
erty, Me.

IN NOVEMBER I visited the United
Nations, substituting for Brooks Hays,
t he observer appointed by the Christian
Life Commission to represent the
Southern B a p t i s t Convention. Of
course, the positfon of "Observer" does
24-3l; 1960.
.
not imply any official relationship. The
.Atl~ chWches or missions having sueh
United Nations recognizes "Non-Gov- W •
o·
•
events during the stated period are
ernment Organizations" comprising
r1ters rgan1ze
large groups of citizens and provides
YOU HAVE been so kind to so many ask~d to notify <as to what, where,
access to information that will be of of us whose ambition it is t·o write for who, and when ) Dr. W. C. Fields, Pubinterest to their members.
the glory of God, we know you will be lic Relati6ns, Secretary, Executive ComMr. Hays and I }:lad visited the glad to hear of a movement which . got mittee, SQuthern Baptist Convention,
United Nations early in 1959 when the under way last spring at the Southern 127 Ninth ave. North, Nashv111e 3, Tenn.
-Theo' Sommerkamp, Baptist Press.
Peace Committee of the Southern Bap- Baptist Convention.
tist Convention was preparing its reA dozen or fifteen of us men and
port . Because of Mr. Hays' personal women who free-lance for the denomiacquaintance as a former delegate to national press had -a conference to Rio 'Delegates
I HAVE your IE!tter· relaying a questhe United Nations, we had interesting discuss the problems we face.
our basic need seems to be a sense tion. concerning the number of official
conferences with Dag Hammarskjold,
Henry Cabot Lodge, Ralph Bunche and of comradeship in our efforts---we ad- delegates to which each church is enother officials.
mitted the lack of an esprit de corps. titled for the Baptist World Congi:ess.
The Baptist World Alliance ConstiOn this second visit I witnessed two We believe we can improve our craftstution,
Article IX, states "Each body
debates which illustr'ate the serious ' manship if we can share ideas, techworld problems that confront the ni~ues, books, . and the news of our represented in the Alliance may appoint messengers to the ·General MeetUnited Nations. One was the debatr, failures and tnwnphs.
ing 'on a basis to be determined by
between Mr. Lodge, United States deleTo meet our needs as w;·iters, we
·Executive Committee."
gate, and Mr. Kuznetsov, delegate of talked about the possibility of forming theThe
By-Le,ws, Article VII, state : <a)
the , Soviet Union, as to whether the a fraternity or fellowship. We would
agenda of the next meeting of the keep the organization of it simpl~. with "Unless. otherwise determined by the
General· Assembly should include a dis- the minimum of detail, limit our meet- Executive Cotnmittee, each constituent
cussion of the recent revolution in ~ irtgs to one a year, and engage in an UniOn, Convention or Conference may
certify as a messenger any Baptist .beHungai'Y· The other was an equally infot•mal exchange of tips.
longing to a church in fellowship with
1
No gr.oul,'> in ·au the denomination
bitter debate between Musa Naser, For- .
Union, Conv~ntion, or Conference.
eign Minister of Jordan, and Michael will be more pleased to liear of this such
Such rp.essenger~ shall then ordinarily
Comay,. delegate from Israeli, over the effort toward better writing than the be 'entitled to a card of m~mbership,
issues: between th,e Jews and Arabs.
men :and wbmen who depend ,UpOn what
iss\.\e~ by ~he General Se~retary of the
These are but twt> of the many politi- we Produce, even when it is mediocre . Allillri-ctl.'' <b? "All sessions of the
cal .problems that threaten tlie ·peace of We· truly want to eam the Silace we a'erieral Meeting shall be open. to the
the world. There are equally serious get ip. Ch'r istian publications, and the Press unless . otherwise determined by
economic, racial, and educational prob- ...honorariwn we receive when it ts .avail- the General Meeting itself or by. the
Jems. The United Nations endeavors to able. Our sole purpose in proposing an bod~ ·. inviting. "
.
deal with them by providing a forwn <;Jrganization is to become oetter reli_interpret this to mean that any
for ihtei'national discussion which ex- gious joUrnalists.
church is allowed to send as many .delAny suggestions you care tp make to egates or messengers or representati-ves
presses the moral judgment of the nations on political issues and also by us will be heartily · welcome.-David E. to the · meeting as it chooses. This
providing practical aid in the needy Mason, R. · Lofton Hudson, Marjorie provision has been limited only at cerplaoes-. of the world through its Food and ·Moore Armstrong.
tain congresses where space in hotels
A g r i c u 1 t u r a 1 Organization, World
RIEPLY: 'We wish you well. Perhaps and meeting halls was limited. There
Health Organization, Ch-ildren Emer- . other free-lance writ.ers wbo read ' this - is
such limitation imposed at the
gency Fund, Educational Scientific will want to• get in touch wi..th you by meeting . fn Rio.-Cyril E. Bryant, BapCultural Organization and other agen- writing to you· in care• of our paper. tist>' World· Alliance, 1628 Sixteenth
ELM
cies.
Str~et, ~{ - W., Washington 9, D. C.

we

rio

MARK 5:19
·Go home
to thy friends, and tell them how
great things the Lqrd hath done
for thee, and hath had compassion
on thee.
I

~

n il_a r' y 2 I , I

? 6 ·o

ISAIAH 43:10 "'11!11lllllil~.i-
Ye -are my witnesses, saith the
LoRD, and my servant whom I
have chosen: that ye may know
Jmd believe me, and understand
that I am he: before me there was
God formed, neither shall
there .be after me.

no

· · And lie said unto them, ·Go ye
into all'tl\e •world, and preach ~e
,aosp~i to e~ery creature.·.

Arkansas All Over

West Memphis 1st in New Unit

Central Association
By Hugh Owen
. REV. JIM Landers is the new pastor
at Old Uni·on. He lives in Benton and
is a student at Ouachita coh~ge.
The Gilead Church has called Rev.
Robert Feazel as pastor. Bro. Feazel is
a student at Ouachita College. He is
married and 'has two children.
Every ~hw·ch in Central Assodation
has a pastor at this present time.
The Bauxite Chw·ch started a misbetween Bauxite and Benton, November 15. They have an average of
ai·ound 90 in Sunday School. The
church recently voted to build another
unit to the mission building 35 feet by'
75 feet by 47 feet. This will give the
mission room to continue to grow .
. The Walnut VaJ..ley Chw·ch is i;n the
process of building an adpitional Educational Building. It is 30 feet by 39
feet and Will house Beginner, Primary,
and Adult departments, and have· two
rest rooms. Plans are to occupy this
b~ilding by Februaq• 1" Rev. Jerry
McMichael is the pastor. The Sunday
S~hool has increased 40 per cent in enrollment since he became pastor less
than .a year ago.
The ''M"' Night attendance in Central ' Association was 632. There were
30 churches represented, and 28 pastors
present. The Attendance Banner was
won by Second Chw·ch, Hot Springs;
the Contenders Banner, by Faith
Church, Benton; and the Efficiency
Banner, by Leonard Street Church, Hot
Springs.
•
s~on

Concord Notes
By Jay W. C. Moore
DR. RICHARD YOUNG, Chaplain
of the North Carolina Baptist Hospital in ·winston-Salem, will be the main
speaker in ·a . mental health seminar in
Ft. Smith, Monday, March 28.
Young &nd· his work in spiritual
therapy are the subject of a book, Spiritual Therapy, Modern Medicine's Newest Ally, by Clarence ~all , which was
.cond~nsed in last September's Readers Digest.
The seminar is being sponsored by
the Sebastian County Mental Health
Association. The meeting is open to
all ministers. Baptist pastors in the
Ft. Smith area are urged to attend.
1ST CHURCH, Ft. Smith, recently
·o rdained John Henry, Kenneth Boley
and Tom Craft as deacons. Pastor
Newman R. McLarry served as moderator qf the council. Missionary Jay
W. C. Moore delivered the sermon. A.
c . Jaggers, chairman of the deacons,
introduced the men to the chw-ch and
council. Deacon Myers Richardson offered the ordination prayer . . Other deacons in the church assisted in the service. ·
TWO CHILDREN, Linda Marie, age
12, and her eight-month-old brother,
Gary, were killed recently in a car
Page Six

FIRST CHURCH, West Memphis, had
the formal opening of its new George
Lehr Memorial Educational Building
recently. Rev. Greer Garrott, pastor
of Richland Church, Memphis, Tenn.,
brought the address. He is a former
member of 1st Chw·ch.
The new building is 113 feet by 46
feet and is constructed of brick and
light-weight concrete blocks. It provides for six Sunday School departments and contains 26 rooms. There
is dining space for 300, a modern
equipped kitchen, and a chw·ch parlor. The parlor was furnished by Mrs.
Qeorge Lehr in memory of her late
husband, a .former deacon of the church.
The · building is air-conditioned
throughout.
The opening of the new building

was also the occasion for the observanc'e of the fifth anniversary of the
pastor, Walter Yeldell. During his pastorate there have been approximately
1,000 additions to the chw-ch, mofe
than 400 of these· by baptism. A new
parsonage valued at $50,000 has beeh
built, and additional property has been.
purchased for futw-e expansion. 'The
church is operating two missions, Coleman Mission, Proctor; and Second Mission, West Memphis.
At the close of the services, the
chairman of the deacons, Lee McGinnis, presented the pa:stor with a piec~
of luggage with this note inside: "A
trip to the Holy Land in 1960 from the
members of lst Baptist Chw-ch. Accept
this piece of luggage as the first step
in the preparation for the trip." •

wreck in Bisbee, Ariz, , They were the
children .of Master Sergeant.· and Mrs.
James H. Jones who were active members in Efist Side Church, Ft. Smith,
eight years before Jones was sent· to
Arizona from Ft. Chaffee.
Jones served as Brotherhood president and Extension worker in the Ft.
Smith Church and Mrs. Jones was active in WMU.
The parents, the father of Jones,
and their other two children, Wanda,
9, and ' Nanoy, 6, were seriously injured.
Bw·ial for the two children was in
Fordyce.
A WEEK's REVIVAL was conducted
in the Glendale Chw·ch, Ray .Kesner,
pastor, recently by William Mciver of
1st Church, Warner, Okla. There .
were seven additions by baptism and
four by letter. •

HAROLD ELMORE has resigned as
. pastor of Rison Church to accept the .
pastorate of 1st Chw-ch, Mountain
Home.
JIMMY KARAM, layman of Immanuel Chw·ch, Little Rock, spoke at the
January Men's Meeting of 1st Chw·ch,
Pine Bluff.
IMMANUEL - CHURCH, PINE
BLUFF, has called Bill Nimmons as
education and m u s t c director. He
comes from 1st Chw·ch, Bridgeport,
Tex., where he has served for two years
in the same capacity. Mr. Nimmons
is a graduate of Baylor University and
Southwestern Seminary. Mrs. Nimmons also attended "the seminary. They
have a four-week-old daughter, Rhonda.
A.R K A.N S.A-5 B A P T I S T

McRae Calls
Boyd as Pastor

Baptists Named
to Foundation

Completes Tr.ai~ing

THESE Baptist leaders of Arkansas
were el~cted at the annual meeting of
the Christian Civic Foundation of Ar~
kansas as members of the Foundation
Board at large: ·
Edward Maddox, Harrisburg; Jack ·
Crouch, Beebe; Don Hook, Malvern;
W. Harry Hunt, North Little Rock;
J. C. Melton, Hot ·Springs; Wayne
Stark, Heber Springs; Lehman F. Webb,
El Dorado; Andrew Hall, Fayetteville;
W. o: Vaught, Little Rock; Rheubin
L. South, North Little Rock; Paul
Meers, Dardanelle; W. c. Blewster,
Magnolia; Mrs. A. c . Kolb, Little Rock ;
Miss Nancy Cooper, J,ittle Rock; Emil
Williams, Russellville; Rhine McMurry,
Lewisville; G. B. Hickem, Crossett;
Bob Riley, Arkadelphia; Roy A. Lambert. Pine Bluff; Tommie Hins·o n,
Paris; Harold H. Coble, Camden; Bob
Parker, Fort Smith; B. K. Selph, Benton; AI Butler, Bentonville; G. C. Hilton, Fayetteville; and Ralph A. Phelps,
Jr., Arkadelphia.
HAROLD B. RAY, of Blytheville,
The following were elected to the received the Bachelor of Divinity deg~;ee
REV. HORACE R. Boyd has been
New Orleans Seminary, Jij.n. 19.
called to the pastorate of First· Bap- Board by the Arkansas Baptist Conven- atMr.
RaY is pastor of Clear Lake ·
tion
last
November:
Tom
F.
Digby,
tist Church, McRae. He and Mrs. Boyd
Church,
MissiSsippi County AssopiaNorth
Little
Rock;
Darrell
S.
Ross,
Litwill be moving to the McRae parsontle Rock; Erwin L. McDonaltl, Little tion. For .the past four years the
age from Cabot in Janu~ry.
Rock; S. A. Whitlow, Little Rock; Del- church has gl'anted him permission to
Mr. Boyd formerly served as pastor bert L: Garrett, · Yellville; Andy Hes- ~ttend the seminary, Iie has driven
of the Wattensaw Church for a total kett, neWitt; nale Bamett, Cotter; to and from New Orleans each weekof ·eleven years, his third and most re- Dale. Cowling, Little Rock; I:Iarold Ben- end, for a total of 103,000 miles, ·t·a ·pl;>cent pastorate there totali).lg five years. nett, Texarkana; Hugh Owen, Malvern; tain thls degree. •
J;)Uring his· service as pastor there Amos Greer, Pine Bluff; William J.
he . helped build two different church Sewell, Searcy; E. Clay Polk, · Piggott;
MICHAEL Ct:ROZZA has resigned as
b'-4ldings, established a church budget, Carl Bunch, Jonesboro; anci Lee Dance,
director of public relations at Ouachita
at)~. 1·eceived abou~ sixty into
the Little Rock., •
College to accept the pastorate of 1st
chui"ch by baptism.
Baptist Church, Nashville, according to
A graduate of Ouachita College,
President Ralph A. Phelps Jr.
Mr. Boyd has done graduate work at Ouachita Riflemen
Ml', Carozza will continue his work
Arkansas State Teachers College and First in Match
at
Ouachita for the remainder of the
tl:).e University of Ar).{ansas. He is
OUACHITA COLLEGE rifle team current semester before moving to
in his seventh year as a member of
the. faculty of the Cabot sch!iol sys:. walked off with first piace in the Nashville.
.tern, eerving ·currently as principal of Fourth Army ROTC Small Bore Championship Matches at Fort Sill, Okla.,
ANDERSON CHURCH, Hope Associ- '
the Ward ~lementary School. •
Dec. 5. In phase I of the matches ation, has called Charles Baskin as pasthere were 36 colleges, universities, and
PASTOR REESE S. HOWARD re- military academies from five states ' tor. He and his family have moved on
cently completed his seventh year as competing. Ouachita had 3,754 points the church• field. The Baskins have a
pastor of 1st -C hurch, Beebe, and en- out of a possible 4,000.
daughter, Kathy, and a s~n, Randy.
tered upon his eighth year.
The team. has been selected to comJACK PARCHMAN, pastor -of 2ndDuring the past yea.r the church re~
pete in phase II of the matches at
ceived 34 new members, 22 by baptism. Fort Hoocl; Tex.. Feb. 20-21. . Sched- Church, West Helena, was the evangelist
The .total contributions for the year . uled to fire at Fort Hood, and their for a recent revh;al in the cnurch.
was $11,509.87.
phase I scores are: Ouachita Col- There were 11 for baptism, 17 by let~r
Pi·operty for the · site· of a pastor's lege, 3,754; Oklahoma State Univer- and nine Pl'ofessions of faith. Since
home. ad.iacent to the church property sity, 3,741; University of Arkansas, 3,- Mr. Pa1:chma.n became' pastor ·of the
was purchased three years -ago. This 723 ; University of Oklahoma, 3,701 ; church Nov. 15, there have been 51
was recently paid for ih fult, two years · Northwestern State College of Lo¢si- additions.
ahead of the original goal for its pur- ana, 3,651; Loyola University; 3,634;
Texas Christian University, 3,612; ACONWAY SAWYERS, pastor of 1st
chase. •
&M College of Texas, 3,599; Texas Col- Church, Marke9. Tree, reports im outCALVARY CHURCH, Rose City, had lege of Arts and Industries, 3,636; Tex- standing revival in theil· churc_h Nov.
the services of Cli'fton W. Brannon as as Technological College, 3,745; Okla- 29-Dec. 6. There were 66 decisions, 54
evangeli.st recentiy in a revival. Alfred homa Military Academy, 3,598; New of which were Pl'Ofessions of faith.
The evangelist was Larry Taylor of
Cullum led the singing. ~ere were Mexico State University, 3,700; and
37 by profession of faith, or;e .by1 state- Arlington State College, 3,753.
160 Hermine St., San A!ltonio, Tex.
· In the Intercollegiate Al'my-Navy-Air This was his first revival in Arkansas.
ment, six by letter, and many rededications. William V. Philliber is pas- Force Match last year, the Ouachita rifle Mr. Sawyers recommends him very
highly, •
team placed second in the nation. •
tor.
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Pa k e Seve-n

experiences, counseling, and guidance so that. he may know
what to search .for in a life companion.

w·HAT tS ;LOVE?

"
RD

No matter how different or alike backgrounds are, when
two people fall in love and marry there are adjustments to
be made. The quality of their love depends on all 'the
characteristics .they bring to their marriage. Past habits,
emotional responses, ~J<nd manner of thinking affect this
new relationship.
There is a notion that if' two people love each other
enough, any problem can be met. Only within certain
bounds can this be t rue.

What Is Love?
The· questJ.ion; "Just what is love?" has always been
intriguing, especially for young people. A tiny child loves
. himself. Then he becomes aware of his parents and those
who feed and care for him, and they become the center
of his affection. As horizons .expand, other members of tlle
family .and friends are drawn into this circle of love.
As the growth pattern continues young people become
aware of their it:J.terest in the oPPosite sex. Not until they
have matured enough Physically, mentally, socially, and
spil'itually to know the .kind of. love that sustains maniage
should this Sf!.Cred vow be considered.

First
in
a

Series

Behind the Desire to Be in Love
I

By Winnie R. Pea·rce
OVE too often is reg:arded as an ingredient of
which lends flavor but whiCh is not absolutely esL
sential. Today ·we are seeing perhaps more vividly
life

than at any other time what hap,pens in the lives of
nations as well as individuals when love does not hold
sway. And the love of <'me. man for one woman is the
sure foundation upon which are built a happy marriage and a Christian hqine.
Friendship, courtship, ep,g'agement, and marriage have
changed radically in the last few ;generations. Fifty years
ago boys and girls met at c.h urch. Their parents had been
friends, they grew up in the same community, they went
to the same school, their social life was on the same level.
Travel beyond a small radius was practically unknown and
friends were limited. The choice of· a marriage partner was
confined to a small group.
·

Many have sueh .a romantic, sentimental concept of love
that they fall in loye with love. In love they see t~e
opportunity for a thrilling, exhilarating experience, an
exciti~ _adventure.
For others love is only an avenue of escape. An unhappy
home life, an Undesirable neighborhood, poverty, lack -Of
culture-love may offer release from these unpleasant
conditions. A person may easily fall in love with anyone
who wm remove him from a drab, lonely existence. Love
built on such a foundation is anything but stable.
In a group of young people ·who were close friends, one
couple was suddenly married. Anotner couple promptly
followed their example. The idea began to snowball. ~pon,
"everybody was getting married." ·
Fear of being left out may be great enough to. force
some into hasty, ilf-advised marriages. Others . pieture
themselves as the one "left over;" without a chance ·to
marry and rush to the altar prematurely, Falling in love.
with the wrong person·, or getting married to keep from
being left out, can be .infinitely worse than no marriage
at all.
The desire "to have my own home" proves too strong
for some. To have a home and children is wonderful,
pr.ovida.d the marriage partners are ready for the step and
are !p.~king it with the right person. Permanent abode, a
meal ticket, and economic security are an inadequate basis
for · m~rriage. Those who marry ,.for money or security
generally find nothing more, and sometimes not even that.
But there are those who recognize that genuine love

Today young people fly from Washington to California
and return the next day. They meet from all walks of life
and are free to choose a .life companion from a wide range
of people. Because the .world has narrowed geographically,
friendship circles are wider and regional differences less
pronou,nced. This also means there is a greater difference
in family bac~grounds, culture, and outlook than when
Grandpa was "keeping compan;y" with Grandma.

F.rieridships Grow
Fortunate is a young woman who has been prepared by
her parents for the. important l:)usiness of growing up,
building friendships, .and one day falling in love with one
man for life. Blessed is. the boy whose lather and .m other
have made glad tne path ·of. learning through . wholesome
P a .& e E iJg h t
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should bring together two people who find in each other
the' quaiities they adnure and "who'se per'sonalities bring otit
the best responses from others. Their lives complement
each other, and their love is motivated by constant concern
for the welfare of the other.

'

Marriage built on such love draws the two together in
sustaining hope and trust under the leadership of God.
When Christ has no place in love, all is naught. The spiritual
fitness of two people is of tremendous importance if marriage
is to be the holy estate God intended it to be.
In friendship, love, and cow'tship two wholly different'
personalities must learn to adjust to. each other. This is
much more than the adjustment of two different sexes.
It is the adjustment of two different sexes with all the
varying shades of difference in human personality. This
involves -the physical, but far more the habits, tastes,
aspirations, ideas, and attitudes of a man and a woman~
This adjustment. does not mean that one person is made
to conform to the mold of the other, but that each strives
for the best use of all his abilities and capacities. Neither
will be changing to suit the fancy of the other, .b ut there
is a desire by each marriage partner to understand the
other and to encourage the mutual growth and development·
of both.
' Two people often are drawn together because of similar
interests-vocations, hobbies, intellectual or cultural. pursuits. In friendship these mutual interests are •important,
yet they alone do not provide an adequate foundation for
growing love and marriage.
I

.Sometimes a couple are so badly mismatched that parents,
teachers, and friends become alarmed and attempt to show
them why they should not fall in love and marry, These
objections may only make the couple more determined to
marry. Often the marriage is consummated just to prove
that they are capable of deciding with whom they ·will fall
in love.
\
·

'"

Tests of Love

' ··tt· would be a simple thing if there were sets of rules
and gauges by which we might get all the correct answers
to·· questions about love. But because every person is so
intricate in makeup, so different in design, that is an
impossibility. People are interesting, but two people who
think they are in love must. be not only interesting to each
other, but worthy of being understood better. Let us look
at a few tests for the validity of love.

Love Is Thoughtful
One of the important elements in · the personality of a
boy or a girl is the inner attitude of concern for the
well-being of the other. Lack of consideration for .o~her.s_
may become a hanf:iicap to successful adjustment lawr. It
is wise to ask the pertinent question, "Does he, of:. she,
inspire me to be thoughtful?"
''•
One girl may beam and remj.nd her friends that her
date sent her a ten dollar orchid for Easter. "Therefore,"
she says, "he must be very thoughtful." This is no way
to judge whether he is really thoughtful. He may have
been motivated by fear-afraid of what she would think
i.f he sent a three dollar carnation corsage, though the
latter may have be·e n more in the price range of his budget.
Spending money or putting on a show is -not the behavior
of a thoughtful person. Real consideration springs from
genuine kindness, the brand of kindness that is revealed
in thought, word, desire, and action.

Love Is Active
Love is not static·. It has not yet attained the pinnacle.
The growth process must be given an opportunity to have
its way. To "fall in love" is the business of emotions, but
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to "grow in love" means that brains are required. To get
entangled emotionally only means th~;~.t effective work may
be impaired and studies may fall off. General efficiency
may be decreased. But heart and head may recognize that
this experience should lead to greater achievements and
finer accomplishments. Hopes and dreams now take on new
meaning, and the creative force of love stimulates the whole
personality.
'

Mutual Liking Must Be Present
At times the facets of personality are so varied that an
individual will feel strangely attracted to certain aspects of
the other individual, yet abhor certain traits of character
that he has. Many times the emotional reaction is so strong
that the belief is 1 genuine tbJ.t he can be reformed through
the strength of love. It is rarely possible to reform an
individual ~;~.fter marriage.
Love must be able to measure up to the test of mutual
liking. No one of us can always be proud of all that we
are, nor can we be proud of all we do at all times. Neither
will we always be able to hold in esteem all things that
the beloved one does or says. Yet we must have genuine
appreciation and regard for the other.
A young bride recently said of her husband, "I liked -him
for a long time before I ever fell in · love with him." She
had a very important foundation stOne in the building f)f
a home. There are many experiences in life when liking
is of tremendous importance.

A Feeling of Oneness
No couple can be really in love if they continue to think
in terms only of "I." A growing dividend of being in love
is an enlarging sense of common values and the discovery •
that it is wonderful to think in terms of what "we want,
we hold dear, we believe, we wish." Individuals are separate
and must remain so. But a deep kind ot- unity of spirit
will grow as the love of the couple matures. The joy of
adventure t'n tOgetherness is a happy and healthy indication
of love.

Time Is Also a Test
Can your love emerge triumphantly against the test of
time? The hasty romance of a quick vacation often does
not look well against the backd~op of winter's rain and
snow and ice. Qiven a certain background of moonlight and
roses, a y01p1g man and. woman might have certain romantic
reactions. It is important to know that the curtain will
not always be pulled back on such scenery, When you have
been through experiences that have led you to face each
other in varying situations over a . period of tirpe. you caa
fage Nine

. I

better evaluate tl::\e reality of your love. Can your. affection
weather the different emotionai climates tha.t you must
face? Love that .is vital must be able to pass the test of time.
High school notebooks will continue to have girls' names
written above boys' names, and letters will be' crossed out.
Flowers will continue to lose theil' petals to the softly
spoken words, '.'He loves' me; he loves me not." Soda straws
will be gently crooked between fingers as girls repeat hopefully, "He does love ·me; he -does not." ManY other happy
little .Jove games will be played, ·but they are so fleeting-and
girls know -it. The enduring kind of love they really seek
takes the kind of reliable evidence . we find in 1 Corinthians i3.

Power of Personal Purity
Nothing can take the :place of personal purity in ' love.
T.he. dictionary defines purity as "free from harmful matter
or that which weakens, impairs, or pollutes." One Whose
tHoughts are low, base, and impure soon finds his chatacter
level with his thinking. There can be no lasting greatness
in love withOut the moral fiber of personal purity,
A diseased and debased _im~tgination can bring disaster
to a precious relationship. Repeated .thoughts that are
unwholesome (tnd .degrading can .u ndermine the very base
of character. Among ·Christian couples there can be no
infringements that tear down. The inner springs of irnagi.natlon, thought, and feeling must be guarded well.

Security· of Self-Respect
A young counle· blessed with happy, healthy personalities
who discover that they are in love must maintain standards
that build self-respect. As each contributes to the other,
appreciation of his worth as an individual is heightened.

.

\

The inner resources of each marriage partner must merit
the high regard of the other. 'Qualities of character inspire
respect, and distinguish their love with dignitY and worth.
Each must · be , proud of the other; therefore, each must
have respect . for self in orper to merit the respect .of the
~~

.

The fiabit of Happiness
When ~ couple begins to love, there should be established
outlookS. and .vistas of joyful experience which give flavor
to the new-found relationship; Cheerfully an,ticipating and

planning for the days ahead will add to the grQwth of the
relationship.
A happy outlook and an intelligent approach to the
problems that arise will help any man and woman in creating
a well-ordered home. They will not only have. a wonderful
time together, but they can share the happiness of. their
home with those who touch their lives. There is a contagion
about happiness, and blessed is he who radiates this rare gift.

Giving or Getting
A person in love gradually realizes that the true measure
of affection is not in how much he receives but rather in
the' cleeper gratification of giving his love unreservedlY-. One
who cultivates those qualities that command love soon
discovers that they have not gone unnoticed.
In a .. group of re9ent college graduates :were· girl~ of
widely different personalities. Many of those who were
engaged ·were not be_autiful, but they were kind; they' were
·not brilliant, but they were unselfish. Those who were
.sought after were the ones most interested in giving ih rich
measure.
/y

Avoid Self-Centered Possession

'J

A boy and girl in love . ofteri find it easy to ignore the
rest of the world and bask only in the warmth of the¥
relationship. Even the deepest love will grow stale, however,
if it is . kept out of .the main stream of life. There are
experiences in everyday contacts that are meaningfui ' .t o
everyone, and· it is a mistake for a couple to be too. self~,sh '
to be thoughtful of others. Friends old and new a.atl
refreshment to their happiness as they rejoice in their 1bve
·
·
.for each o.t her.
lt;l'l
Jea,lousy or sensitiveness because the person loved maintains nm·mal association with others is out of place. Selfiah')·
ness does not have a place in love.
.

fl .

Happiness in love does not demand ~reedoni ~rom
problems. Nor' does it ask for perfection to the person Jo.yed.
There will be problems .and shortcomings,. Both are a p~~:t
of the sum total of human experience. Adjustment tq . ~h.~:>!'l
problems and shortcomings, small or large, is the im_por_t~nt
facto1·.
·
There will be· traits in the girl that. irritate and tusturb
the young man. She should do her utmost to eliminate
or correct them. The same Will be true of the boy.. He
Will also need to strive for self-improvement.
The rapture of love's dawn is never self-sustaining. This
first ecstasy ~ is like a .beautiful bud. ·t.ater · the flower 'blossoms, then· comes the fruit. Development does not occur,
however, unless the plant is nourished and tended. Couples
1n ·ltiYe need to be constantly learning, changing, growing.
'"lei·

~pve found in God is love fulfiped. It becomes stronger,
surer with the passing years. Any life will know storms.
Heartaches, dislippointments, sorrows come, ·but the bond of
love is stl'engthened as· life's enriching experiences are
shared.
·
·

There is unifying power in life whe_n the ,grace and love
of God direct a couple in love. Life then. becomes nott a
routine but a revelation. This great love of one man for
one woman is not given by God just for their enjoyment.
Its significance and deeper meaning come frorri being rooted
deep in the heart of God. Wise people recognize that their
love is a part of the fulfillment of the very purpose of God.
The experience of falling in love for life . should help
young <JOUples 'to walk with inner. dignity and power through
life together. They .are under the law of endless growth,
and they may speak with the overtones of God as they
-walk the common paths of life in company with h'im.
(Reprinted by per mission o~ Sunday Scl\ool Board,
Sbut}\ern B aptist Convent ion. Avallab!e at
Baptist Book Stor e nt 15 cen ts. )

.
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Mitt8ions-Evangelism.

Revival Plan Book
IF YOU want a "do~it-yourself" kit on
evangelism you have it in the 1960
Revival Plan Book. It is indeed a gold
1
mine of helpful suggestions in- planning,
publicizing and conducting a revival.
The ideas are practical, already proven
successful
in
many churches. Nev~
er have we seen a
book packed so full
of helpful material
for a pastor as he
plans to use all the
DR. CALDWELL
organizations in the
evangelistic progress of the church.
Don't let this valuable book be cast
aside without first devouring the contents.
Televangelism
We regret that none of the T.V Channels in Little Rock will carry the Te~
vangelism programs, "The Answer"; at
least they, will not be carried in January. It may be that, some channel
wtll carry them later this year.
Last Call for Conference
-Next week is our Evangelistic Con~
ference! It - is .a meeting the pastors
look forward to. I'm afrafd the pastors fail to urge their laymen and women to attend. An evangelistic conference is for all our . members. Large
grdtU>s of men could arrange to attend
the ·evening services. A group from
Jonesboro \vill sing in Monday evening's service and another from Smackover on Tuesday evening.
·Women might attend the day services i-f they cannot stay for the entire
cofife!-'ence .. Mrs. J. P. Hampton, -Lake

C3hur.ch C3huckles'

Festival List A
Source: Songs Of Praise
1st.stanza- "Beautiful Savior" p. '32
hnday Training Addi1s't stanza - "I Know that My Re~
Church
School Union lions
Benton, 1st
724
182
deemer Lives"- p. 78 ·
.
Camden, Cullendale, 1st 449
241
1
1st stanza ~ "Oh Jesus So Swt'Jet"
Crossett, 1st
652
218 .i
p. 61
El Dorado, 1st
952 300 2
1st stanza - - "How Sweet The Name
of Jesus Sm.tnd11'1 p, 111
Mission
. 35
,1st _stanza -: -"Little Chjldren, P1;aise
El 'Dorado, Immanuel 61!6 . 284
Tbe Savior" p, 1
Mission
-24
1st & 2nd stanzas - ''Father, Bless
Fayetteville
81_9
238 . 1
Our Choir Today" p. 13
Fort Smith, Calvary
391
148 3"
1st stanza - "Jesus High in Glory"
Fountain Hill
54
37 2
p. 135
Hot Springs, Park Pl. 491
213 ° 1
·1st stanza - "Once More Before We
Jacksonville, 1st
621 261
2
Part" p, 16
Magnolia, Central
796 335 -1
Source: We Go To Church (or sin~
McGehee, 1st
470 230 °.
gle copies from. the Baptist Book Store)
Mission
60'
37
1st & 4th stanzas - "Jesus Was
Pine Bluff, Immanuel 625 219
Bo~n In Bethlehem" p. 8
Pine Bluff, South Side 696 . 243 2
1st stanza - '!Sing and Rejoice" p.
Springdale, 1st
489 146
16
West Memphis, Calvary 228
143
3
Source: Baptist Hymnal
1st stanza - "With Happy Voices
Village, and Mrs. A. C. Brazell, Der-· Ringing" np. 507
mott, have been regular attendants for
Source: Methodist Hymnal or oc·
years. They are always present for the taJVo No. MF418, Broadman
_e ntire conference. Perhaps many oth~
1st and 2nd stanzas - "Let All
er women over the State would like The World in Every Corner Sing" no. 8
to do the same. A pastor can help his
Source: Hymnal For Boys and Girls
evangelistic program by getting many
1st stanza- "Twas Thou Didst Make
of his members to attend.
The Stars" no. 160
A New Mission
Festival List B
"Lift up your eyes and look," there
<Small ensemble only)
is a plan somewhere. Your church
.Source: More Carols and Songs for
could start a new Mission. Don't wait Children
until another group does it. Don't wait
1st stanza - "C h ll d r e n of the
·
.
for your successor to do it. Lead your ' Church Are Singing" p. 41
church to do it now.-C. W. Caldwell
1st thru 4th stanzas - "Jesus Lived
In A Little House" p. 30
· 1st stanza "Jesus Christ Lives
CHARLEY HUGHES, treasurer of
Sulphur Springs Church, Caddo River On" p. 40
Source: Octavo CM7058, Carl FischAssociation, reports that their church
has voted to put the Arkansas Baptist er, Baptist Book Store
"Under The Stars" - Brown
in the budget after a one-month free
Source: Octavo B-970, Sumney,
trial.
Baptist Book Store
"Church Bells"-Currie •
Music

Attendance Report
January 10, 1960

State Primary
Festival lnfor'!'ation

{!l<HA~.

Col'\1fn""'Gotl'r

'"My minl.ster thinks lack of
faith is all that's ailing me,
but- personally I think. It's a
vitamin deficiency!"

In safeguarding our health,
doctors used to believe a pro·
per diet was the main essentiai•. They are coming to realize, however, tha:t wh·a·t we
·THINK is more important
than what we EAT. The state
of our emotions determines
the state of our health.
January 21, 1960

Date: March 12, 1960
Place: First Baptist Church, Benton
Director: Mrs. Haskell Boyter
Schedule:
9 :45 Registration & Assignment
10 :oo Adjudication of Choirs
10:30 Combined Choirs Rehearsal
11 :15 Adj tidication of Choirs
12 :00 Bring' Sack Lunch
12:30 Small Ensemble Rehearsal
1 :00 ·F estival Program
Rules and Regulations:
1. All -Primary Choirs may enter
state festival. No registration fee.
2. Robes or vestments not necessary
but will add to uniformity of group.
· 3, All ' choirs should memorize all se~
lections in list A.
·
4. Selections in list B should betaught to ·four select voices from each
choir. A smali ensemble will be. f'Ortned
using these , voices. Small ensemble
will memorize all .selections.
5: Each choir wm sing one or two
selections for adjudication.
6: Bring sack ltinch. ' Drinks will be
available for five cents.

JERRY McMICHAEL, pastor of Waln:ut Valley Church, Centra-l Association, was the guest ' speaker at · the
monthly Brotherhood meeting of 2nd
Church, Hot Springs. The sUbject of
his message was, "The Stewardship of
Life."
CENTRA-L Aossociation's Workers'
Conference was held Thursday, Jan.
14 at Park Place Church, Hot Springs.
The general theme of the conference
was "Visitation." Hugh Owen, Asso~
·elation missionary, --conducted a Question and Answer period on visitation.
J. W. Royal, pastor of calvary Church,
Benton, bro-u ght the message, "And Ye
Visited Me." Lunch was served by the
host chUFch. The afternoon session
was devoted to business.
JIMMY KARAM, a iayman1 spoke in
the• evening service Jan. 10 .at Immanuel Church, Little Rock, his home
church.
ROSA CHURCH, Mississippi Associa~
tion, has asked to · receive the AR·
KANSAS BAPTIST on -the one month
free trial offer, Bert Thomas is pastor.
.r

J' a g e• · E I e v e n

·--Baptist Crosscurrents-Expect a Smear Campaign
ANYONE who opposes John Kennedy or any other B,orrtim
Catholic for President of the United State£ can expect a smear campaign to be directed against him. He will be la_beled a "religious.
bigot" and probably a gq.od many other things. This applies to Baptist preachers, just like anyone else.
What appears to be a concerted driv£l on radio and television has
been made in recent weeks against the organization -known as Protes.::
tants and Other Americans ·United and its executfve direct6r, Glenn
L. Archer. The organization has raised que:::jtions concernfng Kennedy's candidacy and is reaping the consequences.
At their recep.t state convention in Tulsa the messenger& from
Oklahoma Baptist churches adopted a mildly worded resolution as
follows, "We go on record as opposing the election to any governmental office in state or nation of any person whose first allegian<;e js-to
any other power . . ."
.
'
The reaction was swift and violent. A banner headline in the
Oklahoma City Times for Nov. 20 over letters from readers read:
'"'Baptist, Position Called Bigotry." The original resolution did not
even get mention in the 'headlines when passed, but the Pto-Catholic
reaction to 'it was played up under boxcar size letters.· One write~:
said, "It seems un-American for a religious body to pass bigoted res·
olutions against another church organization."
No resolution was passed against any church organization. But
to raise questions concerning the double allegiance which any loyal
Catholic has to his country and to the Pope at Rome has sud'denly
become "un-American" and "bigoted."
-Editor Jack L. Gritz, The Baptist Messenger (Oklahoma)

The Scientist Without God
A FEW days ago one of England's most noted scientists, Sir
Juliai) Huxley, spoke at the convocation exercises of the University
of Chicago. The occasion was also a part of the Darwin ,tentennial
celebration in this country which had attracted 2,000 scientists
from .the United States and abroad to commemorate the lOOth anniversary of-the publication of Charles Darwin's book propounding the
hypothesis of evolution by natural selection.
Huxley used the occasion in an address on "The Evolutionary
to declare that mankind would eventually evolve beyond the
·need for religion or even the idea of God.
.
Ironically this pronouncement came from the platforM of a university that the good Baptist people of the north established through
sacrificial giving many years ago and to which a loyal Baptist layman, J·ohn D. Rockefeller, gave millions ·of dollars. Unfortunately
the school slipped from Baptist control and into the hands of the
liberals long ago. It should be a warning concerning all Baptist
schools. '
Huxley, decla~ed man will cease "creeping for shelter' into the
arms of a divin'ized father-figure whom ·he has himself created and
ti·ying to escape responsibility by sheltering under the umbrel(a of
divine authority."
. .
Fortunately -his atheistic speculations represent dnly a small
segment of scientific thought in modern times. Actually modern
science is more sensitive to the life of the spirit than ever before.
-Editor Jack L. Gl'itz, The Baptist Messenger
Vi~ion"

~ ....___,.,.

Pase- oT'we.lve

THE BOOKSHELF
The Saturday Revlew Gallery, edited
by Jerome Beatty, Jr., and the editors·
of The Saturday Review, Simon and
Schuster, 1959, $6
Here is a- valuable mine of litera.ture
the bookworm and the casual reader
alike will want to have at fingertip.
Whether the reading time is a day , or
ten minutes, something appropriate and
to the reader's liking is always available.
As those- farqiliar with The Saturday
Review would suppose, this collection
incl}ldes the work of some of the outstanding writers of recent years. It is
especially r-ich in reminiscences and
biographical portraits of important and
striking :figures who have appeared on
or near the l'iterary scene over the past
century. Included are approxillj\ately
six•ty portraits "of men and wonien of
varying degrees of importance in the
field of letters-most of them near con. tempor~ries. some of them actual contemporaries-and the portraits have '
been sketched, in all but a fe"[ instance!!, by men and women who were
acquainted with the subjects, or even
related to them, and in three instanoes
by the subjects themselves."
Pastor "Niemoller, by D i e t m a 1'
Schmidt, Doubleday, 1959, $3.95
This is the story of one of the Christian heroes of our time-the U ...boat
commander of World War I who led
German Protestant resistance to. Hitler
and broke with the "Establishment" in
the interest:;; of world peace, ControversY and paradox have characterized
his life.
Charges were brought against him
thi:ough the personal enmity of tbe
Fuhrer, charges so flimsy that even
Hitler's tribunal refused to indict. leaving it to Hitler him~lf to put .Niemoller in a concentration camp. After his
liberation by the American Army lie
became a leading spokesman for Prot.estantism. His integrity has gained
him enemies as well as adn1irers as he
has spoken ·out on many controvilrsial
issues. Author Schmidt, author of the
first authoritative ·biography of Ntemoller, hil-S been in close ·association
with the pastor over the last teri years.
Seeing· beyond the apparent contradictions in tlie actions of the man, he has
drawn here a frank portra.i t.
Babies by Choice or by Chance, by
Alan F. Guttmacher, M.D., Doubleday,
1959, $3.95
Particularly timely, in view of the
current world concern over the "Population explosion," is this frank treatment of va.."rious me~hods of birth control. The author is chief of" Obstetrics
and Gynecology at New York's Mount
Sinai Hospital and Clinical Professor
at Columbia Medical School. For more
tha'n 30 years he has· been active in
the Planned Parenthood Federation and
\s now chairman of its medical committee.. He is also Vice president of the
American Eugenics Society. H.e is the
a\l.thor of Life in the Maldng, Into This
Universe, and Pregnancy and ' Birth.
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gious news story of 1959 and the decade. other people. And in conclusion, Bell
Richard T. Sutcliffe, producer-com- states: "Every Christian, as a part of
mentator of "Church World News," his stewardship, has an obligation to
weeklY transcribed radio program of the improve his art of getting along with
United Lutheran Chw·ch in America's others. Only as he improves can he
Dept. of Press, Radio and Television, really be a channel of blessing."
Red Church Relations
made the selection.
GENEVA, Switzerland <EP)
The
Sutcliffe's list of the 10 outstanding Teens Stress Spiritual Revolution
five-member World Council delegation religious leaders of · the 1950s follows:
WASHINGTON, D. C. <EP) - Comto Moscow predicts "closer relations"
Pope John; Evangelist BillY Graham; ing by special trains, chartered buses
between churches in the USSR and the Martin Luther King, Jr., 'Of Montgom- and ships, 10,300 teen-age delegates
World Council of Churches..
ery, Ala.; Dr. Franklin ·clark Fry, presi- converged on the U. S. Capital Dec.
Dr. W. A. Visser 't Hooft told report- dent of the Unfted Lutheran Church in 28 f'Or the three-day Capital Teen -Coners at the Geneva airport upon his Ame]:ica and of the Lutheran World vention sponsored by Youth for Christ
return that there had been no official Federation and chairman of the World · International.
"negotlations" with the Moscow Patri- council of Churches' Central CommitSpeakers !or the meeting, held in the
archate of the Russian Orthodox tee; and Archbishop Makarios, head of National Armory, stressed the need for
Church or with the Llttheral!lS, Arme- the Greek Orthodox Church of Cyprus; spiritual power to overcome the threat
~lians and Baptists, with whom the delBfshop Otto Dibelius of Berlin, head of of communism, as they developed the
egation also talked. But 'he said the the Evangelical Church in Germany themes of the convention: "You and
future of their contacts was always the <EKID) ; Protestant Episcopal Bishop Your Country-," "You and Your World,"
main subject of discussion.
James Pike of California; Bishop and "You and Your Tomorrow."
He predicted that the "get acquaint- Sheen; Brooks Hays, former president
ed" process begun at a meeting of of the Southe1:n Baptist Convention Teen-Age Merit, Progl'am
representatives of the wee and the and former Congressman from Little
BELOIT, Ohio (EP) The Rev.
Moscow Church at Utrecht, Nether- Rock, Ark.; and Pope Pius XII.
Clarence R. Sekerak of the East Golands, in August, 1958, would lead to
shen Friends Church announced Dec.
more visits and exchanges of informa- POAU Opens Chicago Office
30, 1959, a highly detailed youth merit
tion.
CHICAGO, Til. <EP) - Protestants program developed by a committee of
"We are still in a period 'Of getting and Other Americans United for Sep- teen-agers .in his church. It works like
to understand each other better," Dr. aration of Church and State <POAU) this: from Jan. ·to May, 1960, teens of
Visser 't Hooft said. The secretary told opened an office in Chicago, Jan. 1. the East Goshen Friends Church will
reporters that the delegation had been Director of POAU's newest branc)?. of- earn merit points based on attendance,
received everywhere "with great cordi- fice is the Rev. James M. Windham, attitude, participation, memorization of
ality."
pastor of 1st Baptist Church of Mary- Bible verses and the reading of misville; Tenn. Windham is a member of sionary books. Complete memory work
Seminary in Costa Rica
the executive committee of the South- is rewarded by a sight-seeing trip to '
SAN JOSE, Costa Rica <EP) - Grad- ern Baptist Convention and has served Cleveland. Teens reading ·the. most misuates representing '12 countries and 25 on the POAU national advisory council sionary literatw·e will be rewarded by
·
different classes participated -i n dedi- for more than 10 years.
a trip to the State capitol in Columbus.
cation ceremonies for the new modern
Prizes for 'other work include a clock
plant of the Latin American Bible Semi- Why Church Workers Fail
radio, a three-speed record player, a
DALLAS, Tex. <EP)-"When church transistorized portable radio, etc.
nary here Dec. 18, 1959. A five-day
pastors' institute was held simultane- workers fail at their jobs, it's usually
"We hope the merit program will ,
' ously with the 35th graduation exer- because they can't get along with continue," says Pastor Sekerak. "We
people."
cises of the school. .
hope eventually to give the highest
So says A. Donald Bell of Southwest- winners a two-weeks missionary expeem Baptist Theological S~imary. Bell ' rience with the American Indians in
Help Asian Christians
HONG .KONG (EP)-The East Asia bases his opinion on studies by Carne- Arizona and possibly a tour of Mexico
Christian Conference recently spon- _ gie Technological Institute which have and Cuba." .
sored a leadership training institute for shown that 90 per cent of all working
youth and · lay leaders of member people who fail in their life's vocation Betting Legalized
HARRISBURG, Pa. (EP) - Pennsyl..
churches. The 29-day Institute, pat- fail for the same reason.
"Church workers may know the gos- vania's Governor David L. Lawrence
terned after the Ecumenical Institute
of the World Council of Churches at pel," sa.ys Bell, "they may have mas- has signed into law a measw·e permitBossey, near Geneva, Switzerland, tered new methods of leadership, and ting betting at harness races in the
began· Dec. 31. It is directed by Dr. be dedicated to their church offices but state, despite strong Protestant church
Hendrik Kraemer, and is designed to yet be unable to get across to people opposition. The bill sets a precedent in
sharpen for Asians th~ir roles in the in an acceptable way."
the Keystone State's long history 'Of
How can church workers learn to get laws banning legalized gambling. The
mission of the Church.
along with people and thus become Pennsylva-n ia Council of Churches, repmore successful in their church of· resenting 47 church bodies. with. a conOrthodox Leader to Visit
Bell offers this solution: they ,st>ituency of 3,000,000 people, had a-rROME <EP) - Ecumenical Patri- fices?
can do it by studying the way Jesus
arch Athenagoras in Istanbul, top spir- dealt with people during his earthly . gued' that once the principle of preitual leader of the world's more than ministrY. Jesus did not browbeat his venting legalized gambling was broken,
the q.oor would be open "to extend pari250 million Eastern Orthodox believers,
Instead time after time he mutuel betting and other forms of betsays he will .visit Rome shortly as· the hearers.
won them by the method with which
guest of the Pope. Roman Catholic he appealed to them .... From studying ting."
The new law provides for an election
circles hailed the visit as of extl'a'Ordi- the way Jesus worked }Vith people, Bell
nary significance, especially in view of says, we have learned certain ,rules of at the spring primary when votes may
the Ecumenical Council summoned by human relations. This art of getting decide whether to permit harness racPope John at which Christian unity along with people forms a part 'Of the ·ing with pari-mutuel betting in their
respective counties. The measure imwill be a major topic.
field of "applied psychology." On the poses a limit of four tracks.
other hand, resistance and contrary
Hay~ One of Ten
ideas wih result from coercion, accord- Assemblies Name Superintendent
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. <EP) The
NEW YOR.K CEP) - A Lutheran ing to Bell's study.
Good salesmanship provides a third Rev. Thomas F. Zimmerman, 47, has
newscaster has · rated Pope John
XXIII's call for an E.c umenical Council avenue of help to the chw·ch worker assumed duties as general superintendto discuss Christian unity the top reli- striving t'O have better dealings With ent of, the Assemblies of God.
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·BSU
College Leaders
PRESIDENT of Oollege of the Ozarks
:Saptist Stu(ient Union · is Jim Jones,
· sophomore biology major. Jim is the
son of Mrs. Sybil Edwards of Sublette,
Kan._

JIM JONES

GEO~GE

O'NEEL

BRUCE CARTER
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Sunday School

Ft. Worth Convention

ALL ROADS lead to Ft. Wortl'l,
March 29-31, 1960, to the first natfon-Wide Sunday School Convention
amon g
Southern
Baptists. · ·
The State Sunday
GEORGE O'NEEL, son of Mr. and
School Deparhment
Mrs. Espy L. O'Neel, Ft.. Smith, is Baphas arranged for a
tist :student Union president at Ouachspecial excursion for
ita· College. George is .a senior hisinterested
workers.
t~·y major: and plans to attend the semA .commercial chariilatY after graduation. He now works
ter bus and Hilt·o n
,Week-ends with Trinity· Baptist Church,
Hotel .
reservations
Ft. Smith.
have been §ecured
\
for your conveniBRUCE CARTER, son of' Mr. and
ence. Rates and resMR. HATFIELD
Mts, . ·,alvin M. Carter .of New Edinervation
informaburg; 't$ ·Baptist Student Union .presi- tion are offered below. ·
cteht at Lit.t le Rock University. Bruce
Of special interest will be the gen·ill a ·_.s bphomore psychology major and
:upon ·g raduation plans to enter stu- eral program held each evening at · the
Will Rogers A u d i t o r i u m. Special
~ept or public relations work. •
speakers will include James L. Sullivan, Ramsey Pollard, Chester Swor,
DR. JOHN CAYLGRtJ~as· the speaker w
.. A. Criswell, Kearnie Keegan, J. N.
fpr tp.e Brotherhood meeting of South Barnette, A. V. Washburn and Billy
lliiJ:tland Churcl;l, Little Rock, Jan. 11. Cannon.
~~· fS .associate pastor !lind director of
Meeting in four other- locations in
activities at 1st Church, Little Rock. ~
mornlng and afternoon sessions will
be pm'lferences for Vacation Bible
Free Church Jubilee
School at the Gambrell Street Baptist
The ·~vangelical Fl'ee Church of Church; Administration, Cradle Roll,
America, winding up its 75th anniver- ExteQsion confe:t:ences at Southwestern
sary year, completed ten of its eleven
diam'Ond jubilee goals and saw its stew- Seminary; Intermediate, Young Peoardship pha·se succeed ·bY more than 700 ple aQd Adult conferences at Travis
per . cen~.
·
Avenue Baptist Church; Junior conDr. Arnold ';I'. Olson,. president of the ferences at the Evans Avenue Baptist
denomination which has its headquar- Church; and Children's workers will
ters ,in Minneapolis, .announced also meet for conference at the Broadway
that tbe extension <stewardship) phase
of the jubilee has proved so suceessful Baptist Church.
thQ.t it will spill over ·into 1960·;
Noon lunches will be catered to the
The original :financial goal ,of $300,- crowds at each of these locations by
000 has long since been lost m the .expert catering service.
dust as the total now stands at $2,255,-·
A goal of' 20;000 in attendance at
003. The original ·g oal also .. was extfilnded by a subsequent national this special and largest of all 'sunday
conference to $2,500JOOO, and this goal School 'conV'e ntions is expected. The
is within a quarter million .of rea.Uza- · .
State Conventions of Texas and Oklatton.
CJ!:P>
homa are foregoing their Sunday
Ml$sionary .Car.,er at 52
School Conventions this year in favor
P.AS.ADENA, Calif. <EP) ~ On New of the nation-'wide convention. People
Year's Day, 1960, Mrs. .$.lfCe Brooks from e-very direction will be pouring
laid aslde ·her secretarial ,pen at a Pasadena missi<ms -office and began· her own into Ft. Worth for this convention by
foreign missionary career at the age the plane loads, train .loads, bus loads
of 52. ,
·and car loads. Don't you want to go
Sl;le arrived on the ·.balmy West In- too?
. dian Island of Trinidad, Jan. 2. After
·The Sunday School Department has
a period of orientation under· her misstonal'Y mentors, Kaare and J-e an Wil- arranged for good .accommodations,
helmsen, ·a. Dutch couple with the Go Here is an estimate of the cost for the
Ye Fellowship mission agency in Trini- trip:
dad, Mrs. Brooks will .begin her own
Round tdp charter bus from Little
work in the San Fernando ·area of
Rock, $12.00; Hilton Hotel, based on
Trinida:d~an island which lies just off
the eoa.st
•
two people to eQ.c.h room for three days,
.
- of. Venezuela.
.
$15.00; Meals for four days ·based on
W. A. GINN has accepted the call of four dollars per day, -$16.00; oi a total
Corder•s·Chapel Churc,h, Arkansas Val- of .$43.00. This does not include transley Association. He has been pastor- .
ing Jeffersonville and Petty's Chapel, portation (street bus or taxi) while in
Ft. Worth.-Law.son Hatfield, Secretary,
both in the same assoclation.
ARKANSAS
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On Student Loyalty Oath
, By H. H. Barrtette'
Southern Baptist Th-eological Seminary ·
COMMUNISM is one of the greatest challenges to the Church
Of this century. With its emphasis upon justice, peace, equality,
brotherhood, many intellectuals are attracted to the movement hoping to .find. a more adequate way to express their social passion and
concern. Even Christian thinkers are attracted by these ideals a~d
look upon Communism as a sort of "Christian heresy."
Below is a tabular comparison of Christianity and Communism
with a 'decalogue of reasons· why a Christian cannot- be a Communist.
The Communist ·Faith.
The Chrisfian Faith
],.
Christianity
is theistic.
t Communism is atheistic,
2. Christianity lays emphasis
2. Communism de-humanize(:!
on the dignity and worth of
the individual.
the individual.
3. Communism denoJ.Inces pri-· 3. Christianity says that private property is a trust from
vate property as original sin.
God and should be used for
4. Communism is totalitarian.
His glory and for the welfare
of mankind.
5. Communism uses revolu4. Christianity is more in hartionary methods involving
mony with democratic prinforce, brutality, and qecepciples.
tion.
5. Christianity proceeds along
the line of peaceful methods.
6. Communism denies religious
6. Christianity (evangelical)
freedom.
emphasizes religious freedom.
7. Communist morality is rela:7.
Christian
morality is abso, tive.
lute and grounded in ·God.
8. · Christianity teaches that
8. Communism is materialistic
God is the creator of the
in its view: of reality.
universe.
9. Communism. lays emphasis
9. Christianity lays emphasis
upon the kingdom of God
upon a social utopia here on
which is both present and
earth.
'Tuture.
.10. Communi~m is inspired by 10. Christianity is inspired by
hate.
· love.
·
. There is no way that these fu11.damental principles of Communism and Christianity can ·be .reconciled. Kar.l Marx, V. I.' Lenin,
Joseph Stalin, and Nikita Khrushchev have asserted that. religion is
"superstition" and that God is a "myth." These are a few of the
rea~ons w.hy no Christian can be a thoroughgoing Communist.

CH·URCH PEWS

· Reynold$fto
Coordinate
I
•
World Congre·s s ·Music
• J

At
A

Price
Any Church Can Affo;rd
Write or Call

WAGONER BROTHERS
MANUFACTURING CO.
Phone 246
BOONE~,
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WASHINGTON <BP> - William J.
Reynolds, music editor of the Sunday
School Board of the Soutnetn Baptist
Convention, has been named to coordinate music at the Tenth Be.ptist Wo1;ld
Congress in Rio de Janeiro next J.u ne
26-July 3.
· Reynolds directed music .at the 5th
Baptist Youth World COnference in
Tordnto, Canada, in 1958..
Announcement of his ·appOintment .
was made by Dr.·.A.J.•nold T. Qhrn, general secretary of the Baptist. World Alliance.

Recently nation-wide publicity has
been .given to the refusal .o f. certain
universities to suppOrt the student loY.aiW oath which has been requested· bY
the National Defense Education l..Oan
authorities.
.behalf
Speaking for himself iuid
of the. students at Wheaton College
where he is president, Dr. v. Raymond
Edman issued this statement:
·~we at Wheaton do not see why amr~
one should hesitate to stand lip an:Q
declare himself to be a loyal American.
Since the Government is making loans
available to students under the ljational Defense.EQ.ucation Act, it ha.s the.
right to stipUiate the conditions· tinder
which the loan' is made. tf the student
is a thoroughgoing American, fully
conun'itted to.'riur form of govetturtent
and way of life, he should not hesitate
to stand up and be counted: . If not, he
should likewise have : the courage of
his convictions. For conekes to refuse
participation Jn the Fed~ral .Student
Loan program is to be like the Pharisees
of old, of whom the Lo1•d said that" they
strain at 9: gnat. and swallow a camel.
Apparently there ·are colleges that
adlnlt a Comni.unist to their facllltr
and indeed thus swallow a camel; : ari~
take a stand against Americanisn1 by
encow·aging their students not. to com.•
mit themselves.
have heard the 'argument that tlie
oath is meaningless since a Communist
has no hesitatlon in lying:.. Howe~er, it
has 'been shown that perjury is one 6f
the greatest fears that the Communist
has, since that makes him liable .to. the
iaw.
"We believe that the Federal Government should keep out of the field of
education, which is the province of
state and local government:.s and of private citizens. However, iof' loans ar~
made available, then Wheaton students
should be granted this oppOrtnnity. We
find no hesitancy in .requiring their
signing the oath, or their · doing so."

on
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VIsit the Holy Land via Mauplntour ID 11801

Middle
East Luxor,
·
Travel on conducted tour to Egypt
a

and

Lebanon, Syria, Jordan (Dead Sea, Jericho,
Bethlehem, Old Jerusalem), Israel {Galilee, Naz·
areth, Haifa), Greece, Italy. Plus Oberammergau Passion Play, Greek Isle Cruise, and Russia
extensions, Monthly departures, 26 days. Only
$1557, all expenses paid from New York. FlY·
lng Boeing 707 Jet, Sabena Belgian world Air·
lines. For descriptive folder write Harr.let·
Louise H. Patterson, tour planner and dl.rector.

•
,
·
,

Maupintou~ :

Middle East Tour Spe~falfsts
1236 Massachusetts Street, Lawrence, Kansas
Offlcesc New York 1 Washington 1 Brussels ,
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Time f.orrChl!istians
To Be Cood Citi%ens
By FRITZ E. GOODBAR

fur.t hering the interests of. tnose who
are furnishing campaign funds and
who expect to be repaid by favorable
legislation.
I earnestly suggest that we encourage good men or women to offer for
these legislative posts and then support them at the polls. When we do
we will disprove the statement that
many good Christians are poor citizens. •

johft. BNwn. Molds
Heritage Seminar

IN fA two--day series of sessions,
"Christian American ·Heritage Semiweeks candidates for var·
nar," recently, on the' campus of
iou11 political offices will begin to anJohn Brown University,, students, facnounce their intention to ask for your
ulty members, and friends of the insti·
votes in the sumtution were brought face to face with
mer primary. Among
facts on a menacing threat to the freeothers will be those
. doms in the United States.
who desire to rep~
I
resent you in . our
The sessions emphasized facts preState legislature Cedar Heights Pastor
viously known, and to bring out new
both house and sen·
facts; as the institution pursued its
ate. Too many of
theme, "A Christian college explores a ·
our citizens do not
problem in internation:!!-1 understandseem to recognize
ing." The focal point of this explorathat these are extion was the impact of communism. ·l\-8
tremely
important
a world force today.
offices. Yet it should
Visiting speakers included Dr. H. E:
MR. GOODBAR
be remembered that
Wjlliams, president of Southern Bapthose wno are elected will enact legislation by their votes which will affect
tist College, Walnut Ridge; and 0. K.
everY phase of our lives.
Armstrong, a Christian layman· and
sw·ely, as Christians we would like
former legislator and Congressman,
to see men and women elected who .
from Springfield, Mo. In acldition to
have proven by their -daily living that
the
visiting speakers, . members of the
they wm enact legislation which will
JBU faculty and student body par·t icifurther the cause of righteousness, rather than being favorable to legislapated in the v·arious presentations and
tion which Will. enrich the selfish, undiscussion periods.
godly interests who prey upon the weak·
In the opening address, "4m.erica's
n:esses of our people. In this respect
Point of No Return," Dr. Williams drew
we are "our. brother's keeper," as well .
as our .own.
·
sharp contrasts between the re~tiv~
Many perh~~ops do not know that these
economies of the United States and the
selfish, ungodly interests will promote
USSR, but he warned that "we will
the candidacy of men who will do their
. have passed the point of no return on
bid~ing and· in· many instances
they
REV. HERBERT Blanton has recentwill contribute large sums of money to ly accepted the call of the Cedar the road to a world dominBJted by comhelp secure their ·election.
· · Heights Church of Pulaski Baptist As- munism when we become so dull of
insight that we cannot see the evil of
· Some of those who ser-ved in our sociation to become their pastor.
last legislature ·and .in. other previous
PastQr Blanton is a graduate of Stet- government monopoly in the different
sessions will be candidates again. The son University, DeLand,' Fla., and New areas of our national life. "
record of how each voted ·on all pro- Orleans Seminary with B.D. and MasContinuing, he declared that "we
·posed legislation is a public one and ter of Religious Education degrees. liis
could easily be taken as a criterion for wife is the former Betty Lou Steely of must be good stewards ~f the ·powers
their future votes. We may be sure Arkansas. She is a graduate of Ouach- of free enterprise and immedia,tely solve
tl).at the liQuor and gambling interests ita College and New Orleans Seminary. the problems of lhodern man. If we
will examine the records and they will They have two children; ages three
do not ~lve these problems now in the
not support · those who voted against years and six weeks.
lig~ht of a. Judeo-christian civilization,
them. In a like manner Christian peo·
· Mr. Blanton is the first pastor to
ple should examine these records and make his home on the church field. I am sadly sure that they will be solved
should support those who voted fot the Their work has already begun with two by the Communist in the next generabest moral interests in our state, and conversions and a renewed interest in tion by the st&.ndards of materialism."
-at the same time declare to those who the total church program.
·
Commenting at the conclusion of the
didn't that they dq not deserve our sup(lfj(
port and' will not get .it.
seminar, President John E. Brown, Jr.,
obse~ved that the general feeling of the
We owe it to ourselves to protect Seattle Included
our state, our institutions, our fellow
faculty members and students seemed ·
ATLANTA, Qa. (BP)
Seattle becitizens, our homes and ourselves from
to indicate much satisfaction with the
the devastating effects of bad legisla- came the fourth major city to be included in Southern Baptists' "Big Cit- program. "We sincerely hope 'to' nave
tion:
ies" program when the denomination's a similar, but even better., sucn· occaThe writer recognizes that there are Home Mission Board voted to spend
sion next year," he said,
many ·important questions before our $1001000 there.
legislature which do not affect the mor- I Chicago, San Francisco, and New
al conditions in the state and as voters York City · have received a total of
The
LITTLE GIANT HOTOMATIC
we are interested in them. A dan- $400,000 .in a stepped up advance some
Water
Heater N~. 3
Gas
ger lies here of which we should take have termed "Operation: Big Cities."
Will supply . all the hat
All
but
$120,000
of
these
funds
have
water needed for Baptistries,
nQte. Many shrewd and . unscrupulous
Churoh Kitchens, Rest !looms.
been spent for sites or in other "way's
Heats 450 GPH, 20' rise In
PGliticians will find the popular side that · will best develop· the work."
temperature. Inexpensive, too.
of these questions and will prompte
Write for free folder.
Seattle, a, metropolitan area of·nearly
LITTLE GIANT MFG. CO.
their own candidacy on tl).ese issues, a million, has cnly 17 Southern Baptist
907 7th Street, Orange, Texu
when they a:ue far more interested in churches.
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Comparison of U. S.
Students Possible
SENA'l'OR J. W. Fulbright, chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, reports that American parents now have an opportunity to find out
for themselves how the education given their children compares with that
given the children of Russia and Western E~i'ope.
·
P·rayin~t .or Soliloquizing?
The
senator,
former
president of the
HE WAS not praying. He was merely soliloquizing. For that is the
University
o!
Arkansas
and long an
force of Luke 18:11: 'fThe Pharisee stood and prayed thus with himself."
of strengthening the nation's
It may as aptly be translated "to himself." In either case the meaning advocate
educational system, suggested. that inis the same.
terested parents obtain copies of a reHaving heard the preacher suggest a moment of silent prayer, my port by Admit:al H. G. Rickover on his
five-year-old daughter asked, "What does that mean, Daddy,' to pray to finqfngs on Russian education.
yourself?"
This report, titled "Report on RusPrayer, of course, is communkation with God, not with one's self, sia by Vice Admiral Hyman G. Ricknor with the congregation. It will do us little good to scorn the Pharisee. over, USN," which can be obtained free
Neither will it help to praise the publican. Yet it may be of personal. bene- of charge by writing to the Appropriafit to face seriously the questiou, "Do you merely soliloquize, or ldo you tions Committee, U. S. House of Rep- '
resentatives, Washington 25, D. c., conpray?_"
tains facts and comparative statistics
Crand Canyon Ups
on .the Russian and u. s. school sysSees Concern Over
tems, including examinations which
Tuition, Rentals
Russian children must take at age sevEmphasizing Quantity
-<BP)Orand
.enteen,
after ten years of public edu.
PHOENIX,
'
Ariz.
MEM:PHIS, Tenn. (BP) - Southern
Baptists are becoming concerned over Canyon College Trustees voted here to cation.
· Admiral Rickover states in this rethe emphasis they are putting on quan- increase tuition effective with the 1960. port that Russian children are better
tity instead of quality of members, Wil- 61 academic year.
It will be increased from $198 to $250 , · educated after ten years of public
fred L. · Jarvis, an Australian Baptist
minister touring this country, reports. · per semester. Room rental will go up school than many U. S. students after
Southern Baptists have begun to see from $90 to $125 -per semester and two years of college. Schools in Westthe danger of accepting people into tne the fee per college credit hour wUl rise ern Europe are even better than the
church who do not realize tbe impor- fr,om $16.50 to $20 for part-tiiiJ.e ·stu- Russian schools, the· -report states.
tance of a genuine accepta:nce of Christ, dents.
"There has been a great deal of nonE. N. Patterson. Phoenix, president sense written about the difficulty of
he said.
Jarvis has been touring Southern of the Baptist College, said, "I have. comparing Russian schools with ours,"
Baptist Convention states 'l!ince ' Ail• studied the rates ·of all the denomi- said · Senator Fulbright. "These tests
gust, conducting evangelistic teaching national schools and find that we are will enable any parent to determine
missions in churches and seminaries.. below the average in tuition fees." ·
his schools are doing as good
He said the increase was a neces- whether
He also is · visiting convention agencies,
a job of education as the Russian
including the Brotherhood _Commis~ sity to meet operating expenses. , The schools.
·
sion, Sunday School Board, f!,nd For- college is ·operated by the Baptist Gen"You can argue about . teach 1 n g
eign Mission Board. He _h as visited this eral Convention of. Arizona and is the
oflly church-related senior col~ege in meubods and .about child psychology,
country four times since 1950.
but fOU cannot argue with examina"Many Southern Baptists also are the state. •
tion questions in Algebra, geometry,
telling me they feel it's getting too
foreign languages, chemistry, physics,
easy for a person to become a member Greets Dalai Lama
of their church," said Jarvl:!j, pastor 1 Although the world focused its atten- and his~ory."
emeritus of Central Baptist Church, tion on the flight of the Dalai Lama .to
The' senator said that he agreed
Sydney, and a former vice- pr·esidrmt of India some months ago, most newspawholeheartedly
with Admiral Rickover
the Baptist World. Alliance. "That's one per accounts missed one unusual item.
that we must get ~ack to teaching funof the reasons we have so many l!eemCarol . Johnson, seven - year - old
ingly sincere Christian people ·who
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. George damental subjects - mathematics, litnever share Christ with anyone else." Johnson,
missionaries in Assam, India, erature, the physical ·sciences, history,
"What we Baptists need most is· a
extended
hand in welcome to ·t he English and foreign languages.
trained church membership. We need "god-king her
of Tibet," and the Dalai
"We tlave too long suffered under
to teach prospectiye members that
being a Baptist is· somethiQg more than Lama accepted it <with his left hand). the 'life adjustment' philosophy, whereBut later the little mi~sioniuy said, rejust belon~ing to a Baptist churcn.
in training · and social activi~es are
"It is a -tragic thing that manY South- flectively, "I should have had a tract to
substituted
for true education. In our
give
him."
(EP)
\
ern Baptist congregations are ·building
struggle for survival, improvement of
sanctuaries that will hold less than half
our educational system is no longer
of their membership. Thaw aren't mak- India Holds Conference
Delegates from every province of
ing arrangements for those groups I
know as the 'never comes, staY aways, India are attending the lOth anniver- a de8irable luxUI'Y but an absolute •nasary conference of the Evangelical Fel- tiona! necessity." •
and too tireds. "
J.atvis satd"he tries ·to practlce ·i n nil! lowehip ·o f India, Jan. 13-17, at Deolali J
Tokyo Pastors' Conference
church what he. preaches. "We ·!JiVe near Bomrbay.
our members -instructions -on -what--barpMore than 1,500 J apanese pastors
Speakers include· the Rt. Rev. Marcus
tism really means before we permit L. Loane, co-adjutor bishop of Sydney,.
and
the
Rev.
Earnest
,
F.
have
registered for World Vision's ne~t
Australia,
them. to be. baptize(!. And we are bUjlqKevan, principal of the London Bible Pastors' Conference _scheduled for Mar.
in~ our churches large enough tQ seat
every member."
College.
1-4, 1960, in Tokyo.
January , 21, 1960
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REV. C. HARRY ATKINSON

-{

NOTED CHURCH BUILDING A·UTHO·RIT'Y
FROM NEW :voRK To~ SPEAK F:EB. 3
You are cordially invited to hear America's
dean of church construction speak on modern
planning to meet chu~ch building needs.
Dr. Atkinson will appear as the featured
spea~er of the 2nd Annual Arkansas Builders'
Forum dedicated to studying ar,~d seeking better
means of construction t hrough the imaginative
use of wood.
Ministers and laymer are urged to attend tliis
important panel presentation which will be at
1 1·: 15 a.m., W ednesday, February 5, in the Ball
Room of the Marion Hotel . B'eginning at 9:30
a.m., the first panel will present ·eight architects
and eight school superintendents who will present' facts and figures on the low cost of wood

construction. Following this, Dr. Atkinson will
be presentep.
The Rev. C. Harry Atkinson is editor of Protestant Church, a magazine devoted to all phases
of church building. During the past 15 years,
Dr. Atkinson has been the building advisor on
more than 3,000 churches in the United States.
He serves as a member of the Executive Commiftee of thet Church Architectural Guild of
America.
Following this church pa~ef, those in attendance are asked to.be the luncheon guest of the
Arkansas Soft Fline Bureau. Ministers and 1<\Ymen interested in new church construction are
urged .to fill in the coupon below to assure their
reservat ion.
·

1---------------------·--~--·----·--------·----·--------l----·---·-·--·-·-·--·--·-..·--"··------~----------------------

2ND ANNUAL ARKANSAS

ARKANSAS SOFT PIN E BUREAU
Boyle Building, Little Rock, Arkansas
I will attend church pa~:~el and lunch.

BUILDERS' FORUM
FEBRUARY 3., 1960

I

I M~R.ION HOTEL, LITTLE ROCK
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Ouachita Students
Present 'Cinderella'

as

the prince, n'~ds that the class siQ9ft fits perfectly on
ROBERT DEATON,
the foot of Gail Harrison, playing the part of Cinderella in
C1lildren's Theater
Workshop production of "Cinderella," at :Ouachita ~ .Jaa.
and %9. •

The Cranberry Hassle
MUCH ADO has been made' about
the danger of eating cranberries that
might contain traces of the weed killer
which resea:rchers have said can cause
cancer to rats. This editor is not qualified to dete1mine whether the danger
of eating such cranberries is as great
as the publicity given the matter would
imply.
We tlo, however, wonder why the
public and the press get so worked up
over cranberries and at the same time
evidence such complete indifference toward the dangers connected with the use
of beverage alcohol.
If the eating of cranberries had produced throughout America some 5,015,"' .
000 cran'Qen-y ad(iicts who co,uld not
work regularly, who experienced blackouts and who were a burden to their
families · and the community because of
their cranben-y addiction we would expect a shocked public to react quickly
·
upon learning such news.
And, if the eating of cranberries
would so affect·the skills of auto ·'ctrivers that such drivers would be involved
in 9,000 fatal auto accidents each year,
we would agree government' agencies
and safety groups should campaign
against contin.ued use of the little red
berries.
And, if the eating of cranberries
I a n u a r y. 2 I ,

I 960

would cause t.bo&e
partake to foriCDOre the rights
get responsibilit.Y.
of others and
~ · nuisances on
the street near
restaurants where
we would
ttre cranberries
certainly expect new-spapers to warn of
the danger.
Come to think _ • beverage alcohol
more. When
does all these things
will the public. -· gmemment, the
safety councils and the newspapers
warn about the daDgen; CIOillleCted with
the use of drug ec • alcohol?
Of course the tax
alcoholic beverages annually provides about four
billion dollars in rerenue for federal,

"CINDERELLA;'' an experimental
project of the Children's Theater Workshop, will be presented at Ouachita
College's Little Theater, Jan. 28 .and 29.
The play, adapted by- Charlotte Chor- ·
penning. will be presented in matinee
performances at 4 p.m. each day for
the local children and at 8 p.:i.1., Jan.
29, fol' the general public and Ouachita
students.
The Ouachita ' group will present
"Cinderella" during the noon hour on
Jan. 26 on "Little Rock Today," over
KARK-TV, Little Rock. The chara,cters· wili pantomine,. while director
Bettye Adney, a senipr f;rbm North Little Rock, reads the script.
Gail Harrison, a sophomore I from
Muskogee, Okla., will play the part of
Cinderell!J.., while Robert Deaton, a
sophomore from Arkadelphia, plays the
Part of the prince.
The two sisters are portrayed by
Sandra Childers·, .freshman from Arkadelphia, and Ruth Ellen Davis, sophomore from Stephens. Wilma Long,
senior from Springdale, plays the
mother. .
.
Other characters are Helen Gan-ott,
junior from West Memphis, queen;
David Jordan, sophomore ·from Van
Buren, herald; Bette Curtis, juni'or
from Marianna, lady-in:.waiting; Don
Lawrence, sophomore from Phenj.x.
City, Ala., and Eugene Weatherly, senior from Par ago u l.d, comics; Joe
Downs, junior from Texarkana, herald;
anp. Valinda Whittle, senior from North
Little Rock, the fairy godmother. •

Wolber Writes Book
DR. V. E. WOLBER, head of the di-vision of Religion and Philosophy at
Ouachita College, has written a paperb'a:ck commentary on the Book of Romans now being used as a textbook
.for the course, "l!:arly Epistles of Paul."
Entitled, "The Gospel God Promised," it is the first book Dr. Wolber
has written. He hopes to have it pub-.
lished after it is given trials in his
classes. Copies of the book are now
on sale in OBG'.s bookstore for $2.50.state and local governments, and four
billion dollars can give a great many
people a severe case of lockjaw.-From
The Temperance League of New Jersey

CET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR MISSION TOUR
TO THE TENTH BAPTIST WORLD CONGRESS AT
RIO DE JANE IRO, BRAZIL, June 26-July 3, 1'960
Let KRUGER TRAVEL BUREAU Arrange

All Details Without Extra Oost to You
17 Days, Leaving IDAMI June 22 Returning to MIAMI on July 8
TOUR RATE (Including Tourist Air and
Standard Land Arrangements) ... $890.00

•

*

*.

*

Visit Panama (Canal Zone I , Lima (Peru)· and Sao Paulo. in addition to 8 days in
RIO DE JANEIRO- Attending
BAPTIST WORLD CONGRESS
(Other tours available) For Complete Information, Contact

KRUGER TRAVEL BUREAU
109 E. 7th Street

LITTLE ROCK, ARK.

Telephone FR 4·9272
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JOHN III"JfAitD SAMPEY

1862·· ····

BapliJI Prtu Syn~loa-AII rlgklt reserved

TEXT 8Y LOUUE LATIMER OWENS

Adding administration to· teaching, he serves as
President of Southern Seminary 1929-1942 and President of the Southern Baptist Conven. 1936·1938.

Page Twenty

His 'admiration for GoMrar Robof'l E. lee is well
knl)\lm. Hrs lectllf&S o~ ltli:s.her~ chr.rm his mtHI't~ras.
He is an interesting speaker and teacher always.

Retiring as !>resident in 1942,- he continues to
teach In the seminary. He writes thl! memoirs of his
full, useful life and lies down to rest Aug. 18, 1_946.

A R J(' A N S A' s- B A P T I S T

Work Progressjng
On OBC Expansion
THE STADIUM stands at Ouachita
Baptist College's A. U. Williams ·Field
are being dismantled and moved to
their new location.
The moving of the stands was necessitated by the need for additional
space for the erection off a. men's dormitory. A federal loan of $625,000 has
been approved for two new dormitories, one e~h for men and w~men,
with construction to start immediately.

-

Despite inclement weather, work on
the new athletic field is progressing
satisfactorily, Dr. Ralph A. Phelps·, Jr.,
president, said. The earth-moving was
completed before the rainy weather set
in. The rains have helped to settle
the filled-in.
The Ouachita Tiger& will play all of
their 1960 home football games on the
new A. u. Williams Field. •

- ............. to Address Arkansa-s Builders' Forum
At 9:30 a seminar will be held on
Harry Atkinson, of the
oQaureh Buildings Church school construction. At 11 !15, the
an authority on all ·work session on church construction
will begin, with · Dr. Atkinson on hand
dmrch building, will be a
to conduct it and to relate case his~ at the Second Annual
Ad:z=:oas EllliJders' Forum, to be held tories pinpointing the economy, draat Hotel Marion Febru- matic architectural treatment, and nathe auspices of the Ar- tural beauty of wood in modern church
Pine Bureau. Mr. At- tonstruction.
dress a seminar devoted
' A third seminar will take place in
church building probthe afternoon. It will be a roundI ems.
table work session with participation
by builders, representatives and technical experts from the seven mills of
the Arkansas Soft Pine Bureau, representatives of the National Oak Flool:ing Manufacturing Association, t h e
Southern Pine Association,' the South. ern Pine Inspection Bureau, the FHA,
the Arkansas Inspection and Rating
. Burea,u, members of the Arkansas
Chapter of the A.I.A., and financial
leaders.
:All those attending the forum are
invit~d to be the guetsts of the Ar-

Liquor Promotion in Movies
. WE HAVE always felt that many of
the drinking scenes in movies and TV
were deUberately planned by the liquor
interest .w ith the cooperation of the
producers, to help advertise booze· and
to condition.. the public into accepting
dl·inking as the natur~l thing to do.
Now comes proof of the conspira~y
from the trade journals of the industry itself.
'fhe covers of the. Brewer's Journal
for 'June, 1959, carried a picture of
Bing Crosby, as a BroadwaY parish
priest, fondly regarding a bottle of
Benedictine Wine 'as his friend Mun-ay
Alper looks on. The picture is a scene
from the movie, "Say One for Me,"
in which. Benedictine plaYs a pivotal
role. The caption under the picture
adds that the "promotional -tie-in was
arranged by Julius Wile Sons & Com- ·
pany.''-From Alcohol Fax, published
by the· New Mexico T em p e r a n·c e
League •

Read your
Arkansas Baptist ·

as a member of the
of the Church

covenunent agency
representatives of
to discuss i~ inall phases of
the construction
residences, tmd

kansas Soft Pine Bureau' at luncheon.
In order to assure adequate facilities
for visitors. reservations should be
made by making use of the coupon in
the advertisement on page 18.
The forum should b_e of particular
interest to ministers and church building'' committees, since it will examine
in detail how wood can be.s t be utilized
for church buildings for · economy as
well as beauty and structural strength,
and thu,s take advantage of one of Arkansas' g1·eatest natural resow·ces.Arkansas Soft Pine Bureau
0. C. WRIGHT has accepted the call
of Walcott Church, Greene County
Association.

NEW HOPE CHURCH, Greene County Association, has called Jimmy Cone
as their pastor.

Complete Visit Around
th America in 1960
1

featuring

W~rld

Alliance Meeting June 26-July· 3

..~,......ott;.., tourist spots in each countr.y....-Mission stations. to be

· regularly, to
keep abrea'st of
the work of Baptists
around the world

visited by those who .are intsrested.

$1,095.00-30 DAYS ·
FOR GOING WITH BAPTIST WORLD TRAVEL
e--tbe most for your money.
deiuxe hotels tht·oughout.
more countries· offered.
cal guides.
with dedicated tour leaders.
NOW while choice space ls still available!
W1·ite .or Call
• • Ward Barr, First Baptist Church, Gastonia, N. C.
Baptist World Travel, Box 63, Gastonia, N. C•

.
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By Kathryn W. Meals

The hardy 'Finns have a very strange
and uimsual way of bringing in the
new rear. . Just before midnight on
New Year's Eve, they pour melted tin
into a bucket o{ cold watei·. The
val'ious forms taken by the hardening
tln .are supposed to forecast good · or
bad luck for .the coming year. This is
one of the oldest customs in Finland
and is said to date back to medieval
times.
. February 28 is Kalevala· Day in Finland. It commemorates the publication of the first edition of the Kalevala,
a great epic poem of Finland. ·
For many centuries the Kalevala a folk tale mixtw;e of myths, legends,
and some history - was passed on
from one . generation to another by
word o~ mouth. Nobody had ever
attempted to put it into writing.
· In 1935 Dr. .Elias Lonnr~t. having
pa.instakingly worked for years collecting and writing more thBill twenty-two
thousand verses of the epic poem, had
the Work PUblished. This was a step
of great importance in the , culture
of the
Finnish people.
.
I
· On Kalevala Day school children .and
up..iversity students- parade to the statue of Dr. Lonnrot and place wreaths
t~ere. . Streets are decorated with pine
and spruce wreaths, lights, and pictures of the great schoiar; and . flags
a,re flown from government buildings.
. Shrove Tuesday is marked in Finland by coasting and outdoor sports.
On this day the Finns eat pea soup,
pancakes, and "'(heat buns filled with
a~mond ' paste. They drink hot milk.
The Friday before Easter is' the
quietest day of the year in Finland.
Ninety-six per cent of the ·Finns are
Lutheran and quite religious. Good Fri-.
day· is a· strict religious holiday. E;verybody goes to church where the front
of the auditorium has b~n draped in '
b~ack in memory of Christ's crucifixion.
With the solemnity · of Good Friday
ended, the people jOyously celebr~te the
evening before Easter with family par~
ties which continue .through Easter
Sunday and the following. Monday,
May Day is important in Finland for·.
tl;lree reasons. May DaiY heralds the
return of swnmer. Students of the
state university may don their white
caps on this day, which they wear
until Septembel' 30. Also May Day is
tl;le Finnish version .of our La"bor Day.
The International Workers' Festival is
pi·ovided for by Finnish law, and workers parade and take part tn demonstrations in public par:ks.
The second Sunday in May is Mother's Day.
Finland has two patriotic celebrations during the swnmer which compate with patriotic ho!idays· in Amerif age ' T w ·e•11·t ·y. T W. o .

-

ca. May 19 is Flag Day of the Ariny,
which is similar to our Memorial
Day on May 30. It is observed by military parades, memorial sen~ices, and
·the .Placing of wreaths on the graves
of .the . war dead.
Flag Day, on June 24, is observed by
displaying the Finnish flag, a white
cross on a blue backgr6und.
June 24 is also Midsummer, one of
Finland's · most important traditional
holidays, for it celebrates the longest .
day of the year. The longest day of
the year. in Finland, it must be remembered, is much longer than the
longest day in America. In northern
Finland near the Arctic 'circle, Finns
can see the sun at mi\1nig'ht on their
longest day.
) ·
All over Finland Midsummer is celebrated by bonfires, games, and dances.
The cities and ·t owns are deserted.
Everyone goes to the country for the
Midsummer Festival.
Finni'sh Independence Day is not un-til December 6. Patriotic restivals,
· sJi)eeches, and concerts commemorate
the anniversary of the Finnish Declaration of Iddependence in 1917 when
the country was freed from Russian
rule.
·
·
' Christmas, of course, is important
in any Christian land. The Finns call
it the "Child's Day." Everybody goes
to church· at six o'clock in the morning. After church the Finnish people spend the day enjoying family reunions, feasting, singing carols, and examining gifts brought by the Christmas elves.
As in many Ew·opean countries,
Christmas festivities in Finland last
for twelve days, and as in any other
land, the Chl·istmas season is one of
joyousness and good will toward others.
·

A Smile or Two
A ·SPORTS-CAR driver was puzzled
when a friend whom he had given a
lift asked: · "What's this ..long wall we
·k~ep dr,ivfng past? ·It's over 10 miles
long."
' The dl'iver answen!d: "That's not a
wall - it's a curb."
TWO BOYS were arguing about the
strength and all around ability of
their respective fathers.
"You know the Pacific Ocean?" said
one. "Well, my father built th~ hole
for it."
His pal paused for a . moment, then
said: "Have you ever heard of the
D'ead Sea? · Well, my father killed it."
FORMERLY a . man wondered if he
could afford to marry; now he wonders if he can get along · without a
working )Vife:
McTAVIS: Tis a ±:ine lad ' ye have
here. A magnificent head and noble
features. Could you lend me a couple
of dollars?
MciNTOSH : I could not. 'Tis me
wife's child by her first husband.
A FILM star· spent a week-end in a
New York hotel. On leaving, he presented the manager with a huge bouquet, saytng, ·"These are for the telephone operators."
"What a n.tce compliment!:' exclaimed
the manager.
''Compliment? Don't be silly; I
, thought they were dead."

C3hurch C3hucl,Jcs
CAHTWRIGHT

(Suntlay School Board Syndicate, all rights reserved)
11l

Kitchen Bulletin Board
By R. M. Woodtibi-y

Reminders of special dates, favorite
recipes, .telephone numbers, and other
needed information can be posted on
a handy; ·easy:.to-ma:ke kitchen bulletin board for all the family to use.
Such a bulletin board can be made
from a discarded, large-sized pictw·e
frame wlth the .glass removed.
In place of the frame's picture and
backing, fit
piece of fiberboard or
similar building material. · Secure it
with a few brap.s. After wiping the
frame clean, apply a coat of bright
paint to match the suri·ounding colors of the room.
The· bulletin board is readY to hang
b~side the .kitchen table or in some other location where it will be easy for
all the members of the falnily to see.•

a

(Sunday Sahool Board Syndicate, all rights reserved)

'.J

"I'm real proud of you, dear, for
setting the children an example by
a~_tending church!"
~Exampl~ settin~· can be a rather
exhausting business at times. Children are very apt pupils, ·quicls to
imitate the things we grown-ups do.
And the sum total of their ch'aracters will largely reflect the goodversus-bad examples we have knowingly or unk~owingly set.
'ARK AN<$ AS B A •P.-"FdrSr.'lt

Sunday School less

·The C'onv

Power of the Gospel
.lauuary 24, 1960
16:40; Philippians 2:12-18
\
Clifton J~ Allen
· For Emphasis, 1960
1959 by BroadmiA;~~eSs),
··'l·
J.;.

PAuL HAD won the ·great battle
the Jerusalem conference. He and B~
Antioch. Their thoughts now tm~ned to....
As the missionaries projected their plam
arose about taking John Mark, the issue ·
ciding to disagree and go their separate
John Mark went to Cyprus. Paul and
Minor. The book of Acts fi:om this point.
the Apostle Paul.· Our lesson tells of his
Spirit into Europe, of his labors in Philippi.
sion of Lydia and the Philippian jailer. 'lbe
sionaries demonstrated the power of the ~
and the adequacy of the Holy Spirit to g1Dde
the messengers of the gospel. Paul's entl'IUII:Ie
one of the truly epochal events in all C~
Luke seems to have joined. Paul, Sila&
Ttoas and to have accompanied them into ~
physician and _b ecame one of Paul's noblest. --...,..::::;..:1..

'

In prooj of his chal}ge of heart, his first thought was for
the comfot•t ·of t1;uLm1ssiobaries, so.that he brought them fortli'
immediater~ and liathed :the wounds made by the rods of the
lictors. 'Wle.new converts were then baptized, confessing-their ·
experienc(l· b,f conversion. Men hardened by sin, pagan· unbe-.
lievers befot·.E!· .that night,. were changed by the simple story of._·
Chri~. by t1i'8~gospel which is the power of God unto salvation:
.•
I
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The Conversion of -Lydia (vv. 13-15
THE-RE WERE few Jews in Philippi, and
found no synagogue. But tpey found a group
the sabbath day O\lt by the side of a l'iver, a ~w~c:r
of prayer. Among them was a prominent.
named Lydia: Paul's message gripped her
listened earnestly, and the Lord opened her bean
the gospel with comprehension and faith. She
exerted an influence over her household, who
converted and baptized. These were probably eJDP1aJ
business, though they may have been members of
Hospitality was the next expression of her faith. _
found
a place in h'e r heart, and she.desh•ed
to give
c:.=~r
.
'
dors a place in her house.

The 9onversion of the Jailer (vv. 25-34

·THE PRECEDING verses

.

God use(l these eventS: to-bring the jailer to an overmaster•.
ing sense of guilt. He J.'ushed into the inner prison with' a
light, tnimblihg With fea-r, .fell down before Paul and Silas, and
asked about the way . o~~ salvation. The answer given was tl'le
good news of the:. gospel: "Believe on, the Lord Jesus Christ,
and thou .shalt ·~~e saved,"" Faith, rightly understood, means
trust in Christ-all Saviour and commitment to Christ as Lord.
The·message .of•the gospel was accepted. The jailer .and others·
in his house were conver.teQ.

(16-24) tell how it.

rods, and thrust into prison. In spite of their unjwst and
ble suffering, Paul an<,i Silas gave themselves to ~ aDd
·praise. Doubtless they sought divine strength and beJp
they praised God for his grace and the honor of 5Ufferiuc fOI'
the _name of Christ. Their heroic spirit made an impres&ioo on
the prisoners around them. God Intervened and sent an eartllquake, which sh;ook the foundations of the prison and opened
the doors .and loosed the bondS" of the prisoners. 'lbe first. impulse of the jailer was to commit suicide, which he would have
done but for Paul's dissuasion.

The gospel ."changes persons.-The gospel is more than a
statenient· of d6etrine. It is the dynamic of redemption. n ·
liberates men f·rom sin·. It reconciles the eriemies of. chri!lt
and makes thefll.'lo:Val e,ve):l, to the point of death. It changes.
drun·k ards into pel'sons of. piety and strength. It transforms-'
prostitute's into ~Q.ints. It" sUbdues raging men and· brings thetr'
strength under the cont1·o1 e.f Chl'ist. It chaRges skeptics arid.
blasphemers into humble and steadfast witnesses of divi~~.
grace and love. Wherever th.e gospel has been preached faithfully and contin.U:i.lly, 11-ves.have been reclaimed, homes .have
been saved, communities have been uplifted, and the fruits of
righteousness an~ ·justice have borne testimony to the power ~f
divine saJ:.vation :t~· human experience, .
The gospel c~hs •fUr pro.c:~amatloil.-The cure for the cancer ot sin is 'known. A light to dispel the world's darkness has
been found, A BQllltion ·:for the virus of hate has been. discovered. · A - :p~t1fyihg force mightier than all the corruption.
in human he~rts has bdeh found. Christ is the answer to the
needs of the whole 'w01:ld; Hope for the world,, therefore, de;pends upon th!! procl~mation of . the gospel. It will be the·
power of God fb1' salvation to the ends of the earth.
Christians· ought to be Uving demonstrations of the power
of the gospel._...:We owe it to ourselves and we owe it to "the
v.-orld to let Christ capture us wholly. If we yield om·selves
f1llly to him, he will make us convincing' demonstrations of the
abundant life. His goodness .will be seen in our attitudes and.
senice. His purpose ari.d strength will be seen in our moral
victory. His radiance ahd consecration will be seen in our loyalty to his church and' our commitment to the will of God.
Wben the people of the world see the evidence of the living
Christ in us, they w~ll believe in the converting power of the
gospel.

Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved.
-Acts 16:31
To believe in. Christ means to trust him, to follow him, to
obey him, and to live for him. •
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6:/ ~aptt4t ~(4tM9
By BERNES K. SELPH, Th.D.
Pastor, 1st Baptist Church, Benton

Baptism and Lord's Supper
BAPTISM AND the Lord's Supper
have been debatable subjects among
Baptists since the ·early days of their
dellominational life
in England.
As far back as
Bunyan and Kiffen,
1673, Baptists have
discussed the ordinances. These leaders did not agree on
the relationship of
B a p t i s m to the
Lord's Supper.
Bunyan a g r e e d
that immersion of
oli. SELPH
believers was the
New Testament form. He distinguished between the forms of baptism
<immersion, pouring, sprinkling) and
was sympathetic toward those who
did not agree. He granted room for
error but believed one should have the
doctrine which the form signified. To
him it should be immersion in water:
However, when one came to observe
the Lord's Supper, Bunyan would not
insist on water baptism. His argument was the "sufficiency of spiritual
baptism" <that is, any Christian might
partake).
Fw·thei', Bunyan argued that to do
-otherwise was to create strife and division. He felt that the errors of form
should be overlooked. Anyone refus, ing immersion was looked upon as a
weak brother. and his infirmity was to
be borne.
Kiffen thought differently, He believed the true order of worship was
water baptism and communion. The
form and order were not to be ignqred. The New Testament set 'this
precedent. He felt that ignorance of
the form or· failure to conform was no
argument for open communion. Such
argument has introduced infant and
clinic baptism. To him God's word set
the order. It was not to be changed.
Bunyan's church illustrated Kif!en's
argument. Bunyan practiced immersion: ' upon his death, his church introduced infant baptism. Those following his views later practiced open
communion.
Kiffen carried his point. Baptists,
as a group, followed him; They have
felt that the form and order of the
two ordinances are set forth in the
scriptures and are to1 be followed.
:However, Baptist~ have never been in
complete agreement on the relationship
ot. the ordinances
and still discuss
I
them. •
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HELP BUILD SOUTHERN
BAPTIST CHURCHES IN THE
GROWING WESTERN U.S. A.
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Over $13,000,000 in Assets
- WRITE-

SOUTHERN BAPTIST of ARIZONA
BOND SERVICE DEPT.
316 W. McDowell Rd. - Phoenix

SWEET ONION Plant Assortment500 plants $2 postpaid . Fresh from

Texas Plant Company, Farmersville,
Texas, "Home of the Sweet Onion."

THE BASIS OF MORALI'l'Y
by \
H. D. MORTON, B.A., M.A., Th.M.

A Challenge to. Christian Citizens
"I recommend it to ali who are interested in the Christian basis for
ethics and Morality." Emil Williams,
Pastoi', First Baptist Church, Russellville.
"This is a wonderful book, I wish
every parent could read it and put
Christianity as the only basis for
training the children in the home ."~
Lynn Wilson, Attorney-at-Law, Danville, Ark.
"tt is· worthy of a place along side
of its parent, The Bible, to be read
daily in part a,nd periodically in its
entirety."- W. H. Moreland, M.D.,
TyroiJ.za.
Order from H.-D. Morton, 408 South
Denver, Russellville, Arkansas, or Baptist Book Store, Litt.le Rock. $1.25
postpaid-.
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& ' SALES CO.
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, ARKANSAS

BY W. L. HOWSE
Director, Education Division
Baptist Sunday .School Board
An interpretation of the
sheer joy, privilege, opportunity, and high adventure of
Sunday school teaching. Here
Sunday school teachers catch
a fresh vision of the vHal importance of teaching as they
realize the great possibilities
of. their work. People working with teachers will appre- '
ciate their role more and
others will be challenged to
teach. Not a textbook on
teaching methods but inspirational reading for. teachers and officers. (26b) $1.50

Order from your
BAPTIST BOOK STORE

